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In the past few issues, we have focused on software technologies that will impact
the AV industry highlighted through our commentary and interview columns. All the
stakeholders in the AV industry need to embrace Cloud, AI and machine learning to
stay relevant and benefit from these software technologies. There are already several
brands that understand that the shift to software is inevitable. LEA professional
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Aetria
control rooms
made simple
Aetria is Datapath’s integrated solution for the design,
management, and operation of control rooms.
Developed for the most challenging and complex
command and control applications.
We make life easier for system integrators whilst enabling
control room operators to focus on their core objectives.

Engineering the world's
best visual solutions
www.datapath.co.uk/control-room-aetria
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When Innovation is Your Only Option: Lessons from
an Octopus
By Chris Schell

The 1859 Origin of the Species, written by English naturalist Charles Darwin is attributed with one of
the world’s biggest misquotes: “It’s not the strongest species that survive nor the most intelligent that
survives. It is the one that is most adaptable to change”.
Not that this matters to
the humble octopus. An
octopus doesn't care who
did or didn't write it. As
many of us would’ve seen
in the Oscar Award winning
documentary ‘My Octopus
Teacher’, these creatures
learn at an exponential rate,
not only because they grow
up solitary, but also because they don’t live very
long, with most species living little more than a single
year.

Immersed in a world of risk, octopuses don't survive
by trying to turn sharks into vegetarians, instead
innovation is their life-sustaining imperative.

The octopus is one vulnerable, soft underbelly ‒ but
it is also one huge brain. It has cunning, wit and
courage and an innate ability to innovate. It survives
constant onslaughts and challenges by observing,
adapting and mimicking ‒ changing colour, shape
and texture as the situation demands.

Adapt or die
Like all species on this planet, humans will continue
to consume to survive, but it is how we consume and
give back that matters. Every time we take up space
to modify our environment, we impact the habitat
of countless species that perish if they can't adapt,
change or move.
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It should be ours too, if only we could recognise
it. Innovation needs to run through our veins and
become our natural way of being and doing, not
something that is an optional extra.
The perceived gap between creativity as a luxury
versus immediate necessity is closing all the time. As
the world population clock keeps ticking, we cannot
afford not to innovate.

JUNE 2021
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For example, linear infrastructure such as roads
and rail can cut across multiple landscapes and
disrupt a host of species. Certain birds are reluctant
to fly across gaps in their habitat of as little as 5-10
metres in width, and habitat fragmentation has been
identified as a primary, threatening, process for
iconic species such as the Koala.
Unfortunately, most species don't have the
adaptability rate of the octopus and, if they are to be
preserved, then it is up to others (us) to do some of
the thinking for them.

COMMENTARY
our communities, including the species that are
susceptible to human-induced change. Recent
innovations using discarded human material
has been used to create artificial reef systems in
New York, which has a successful artificial reef
programme around parts of Long Island Sound and
Long Island. Similarly, anthropogenic structures have
been used within temperate reef areas off the coast
of New South Wales and along the Great Barrier Reef
in Queensland.

The re-establishment of habitat connections within
project designs to maintain genetic flows, and
to increase the carrying capacity for the natural
environment, is too rarely considered in project
planning.

Chain reaction
We pay a price for expanding and changing our
environment to suit our needs, but often we only
get the bill years later. Natural systems are highly
adaptive and exhibit inertia to disruption, often
featuring amazing abilities to withstand and recover
from disturbances to the system.

We need to put greater investment and thought
into mitigating the impacts of our designs on

However, when disrupted to the extent that it is
robbed of its recuperative abilities, catastrophic

JUNE 2021
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system transformation takes place as evidenced by
the effects of eutrophication, causing an excessive
plant and algal growth in bodies of water such as
Lake Erie in the US.
South America recently saw how development has
negatively impacted the production of the Brazil nut,
which needs an intact rain forest to grow. Euglossine
bees pollinate the flowers of the Brazil nut tree,
but male bees are dependent on the perfume of a
certain rain forest orchid in order to reproduce. When
the orchids decline, so do the bees, the nuts and
people's livelihoods.
The interrelatedness of it all is often not seen
until we come under threat. We may not see or
appreciate clear links now, although everything
plays a significant role in the ecosystem that we
ultimately depend on. Even seemingly insignificant
dust can help generate oxygen, nourish rainforests
and prevent hurricanes. As theoretical physicist
and Nobel Prize winner Max Planck said: "When you
change the way you look at things, the things you
look at change." How can we incorporate the powers
of the natural world into our world?
Growing pains
Change is, however, also part of the design. Take
the same majestic, stable rain forest which houses
the Brazil nut tree. By comparison, an intertidal
wetland could appear to be barren and relatively
lifeless. Nevertheless, if you are to compare the
diversity and density of species within a given area,
you would find that the mudflat is three to ten times
greater in diversity and density, precisely because
it is unstable. No one species has the opportunity to
monopolise resources as it's constantly in flux.
It is exactly in this area that the octopus is such a
master: adaptability. The octopus makes mental
maps of its surroundings and, when needed, will
jump out of the water and trek across dry land to
find food. It bravely risks danger and reaps the
sweet rewards of leaving its safety zone. We grow
most when we are most uncomfortable. Adversity
builds resilience and exposure to external changes
produces changes within us. We often find new ways
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to achieve a goal when we break away from following
the same routine in the same comfortable space with
the same trusted, albeit outdated, methods.
Hard-wired for innovation
Every innovation counts and there are many
examples. If you wonder how much one individual
can do, consider the “Forest Man”, Jadav Payeng,
who has single-handedly planted a forest larger than
Central Park, New York. Individuals have an inborn
ability to adapt.
As consultants, engineers and environmental
practitioners, we need to have the challenge of
innovation in the front of our minds if we want to
influence larger bodies. Two-thirds of the octopus’s
brain is located in its arms, affording a great deal of
power to multiple agents that don't have to do a lot of
reporting and order-taking from a central brain.
Isn't this exactly how we are supposed to operate?
Each one of us needs to take responsibility for
innovation.
The octopus has learned not to box and label itself at
the risk of becoming extinct. Last time we checked,
there are no records of an octopus ever undertaking
an Edward deBono crash course on innovation, or
running a hackathon to recreate their environment.
They don't think about doing innovation. They just
simply do innovation.
Nine brains, three hearts, and with only one short
life…Octopuses live their lives through one principle:
it's not okay to not innovate. Perhaps they are smarter
than what we realise.
Aurecon’s award-winning blog, Just Imagine provides
a glimpse into the future for curious readers,
exploring ideas that are probable, possible and
for the imagination. This post originally appeared
on Aurecon’s Just Imagine blog. Get access to the
latest blog posts as soon as they are published by
subscribing to the blog.
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XTEN-AV: Transforming the AV Space With Cloud
Computing, AI and Machine Learning

If it had not already occurred
to our readers, we have been
emphasising over the last
few issues about software
technologies and how they
will impact professional AV
solutions and the industry’s
way of working. Cloud
computing, AI, and Machine
learning will lead the way to even better AV designs,
more effective solutions and better productivity for
the industry. From that aspect, three-year-old XTENAV is already ahead of the curve with their offering
that promises to help AV companies achieve far
more. SI Asia interviews XTEN-AV’s Co-founder
Vibhav Singh, CTS, about their journey.
When was XTEN-AV established?
XTEN-AV was established in March 2018 and we
launched the software officially to the world at
InfoComm in June 2019.
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What is the objective of XTEN-AV?
As the name implies, our goal is to empower AV
system integrators, designers, and consultants to
achieve 10x more, to Increase productivity by 10x,
10x revenue, 10x profits, and 10x Satisfaction &
happiness.
Since its introduction to the market, what has the
team learned and how has it adjusted its offering?
One of our biggest learnings, from the market, has
been that a majority of AV businesses don’t use any
AV design & quoting software and still rely on archaic
methods like spreadsheets, Word files, and run-ofthe-mill MS Visio-type software to handle their AV
design & quoting needs. This has led to a massive
shrinking in the use of standards in our industry
and also an overall decrease in the efficiency of the
system.

JUNE 2021
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So, our biggest aim is to increase awareness among
AV businesses on the possible benefits of adopting
software like ours and how their overall efficiency &
productivity could be increased tenfold while using
the standards set by AVIXA.
We have, hence, created an offering that can provide
an end-to-end software platform that could eliminate
the need of using 4-5 different software and at the
same time keep everything centralized. XTEN-AV
is the only platform in the world that has CRM, an
amazing design and drawing tool, a world-class
Quoting/proposal tool, and, on top of these, we have
an amazing AI-based automation tool.

SYSTEMS
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How does the XTEN-AV platform stand out from
any competitors you may have?
XTEN-AV is the only complete cloud-based, AV
design platform. Our unique, patent-pending
technology creates 7 types of drawings & documents
automatically, which no other software in the world
could do. In addition, we are the only cloud-based
software that is a combination of four software in one;
CRM, drawing & editing tool, Proposal Tool and, an
Automation tool. In contrast to our competitors who
only do bits and pieces of all that we achieve.

We have a customer base of 6500+ registered users
on the platform, from across the globe. The user
base varies from AV Designers to System Integrators
to Sales Personnel, all turning to XTEN-AV for AV
solutions.

One of the biggest benefits of using our cloud
offering is Zero Infrastructure Cost as everything is on
the cloud and all you need is an internet connection
and a web browser. It can work on any device;
laptop, desktop, phone, or tablet. Whereas, many of
our competitors have old legacy desktop software
which require a lot of space on your desktop or
laptop and an enterprise-wide implementation cost
of setting up local servers for the whole organization
that is humongous and self-defeating.

In addition, we offer manufacturer solutions and
are in partnership with 20+ brands with many more
exciting partnerships in the pipeline.

For the platform to work, I believe it needs brands
to support it with their specs. So how many
brands are on the XTEN-AV platform?

As Machine learning and Cloud Technology are
becoming more relevant for AV, XTEN-AV was
already ahead of the curve. Your comments?

Getting reliable brands on board with XTEN-AV has
always been our priority. Alongside, we believe in
offering our users a wholesome experience on the
platform, supported by our mission of a well-rounded
archive of brands, products & technologies.

Are you able to share the current number of
clients using XTEN-AV?

When I started researching for this project, I
observed that every industry I looked at, had
adopted AI, machine learning, cloud computing,
and SaaS technology much earlier. When I tried
finding similar products in our industry, I couldn’t
find anything. This was shocking to me as, we, in the
AV industry often consider ourselves as masters of
hardware technology but frankly we were lagging
far behind especially in the software and cloud side
of things. I am glad we have contributed our bit in
changing the trend and I see many AV manufacturers
providing SaaS and Cloud offerings now. However,
there is still a lot of work that needs to be done for us
to catch up to the other industries. As they say in my
neck of the woods “software eats everything”J
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We’ve steadily built a library of 550,000 products
from over 2700 Brands, that boasts of stalwarts like
Biamp, Crestron, Extron, QSC, AtlasIED, Harman,
and many more.
Apart from these 2700 brands which constitute our
catalogue, we have direct partnerships with QSC,
AtlasIED, LibertyAV, Xilica, Shure, Bose, LegrandAV,
Harman, Yamaha, Niveo, Logic AV, and many more.

JUNE 2021
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Is there anything we should look out for in the
near future from XTEN-AV?
We have a major focus on a user-driven approach.
We constantly update and upgrade our offering
based on our user feedback and suggestions & this
year is going to be the same. We recently launched
Proposal 2.0, a fully upgraded proposal-generation
tool that is backed by user feedback and our team’s
hard work. Proposal 2.0 is easily the best offering in
the market and we have a lot of amazing launches
that are scheduled for InfoComm 2021.
How has the journey been for you and the team
since your set-up?
It has been a roller coaster ride, full of excitement
and challenges and I am happy to say that we have
only gotten stronger over the years. Our product is
rock-solid now, our user-base is ever-growing and
more manufacturers are coming forward to partner

with us. We are reaching more and more parts of the
world and frankly the most remote parts of the world.
If 3 years back someone would have told me that
we would have users and customers in Congo and
sub-Saharan Africa, I would have laughed. But that’s
what has happened and we have been able to reach
those parts and I am proud of that. Our team has
grown over the years and despite the pandemic, we
moved on from strength to strength. We’ve gained
new users, grown our technology and product
offering, kept on hiring & growing our team, and have
become one of the most recognizable names in the
AV Design software world.
However, the work has just started and we have
a long way to go and as the world moves towards
normalcy or “the new normal,” I am sure we will have
a new set of challenges and opportunities to grow to
the next level for which we have positioned ourselves
pretty well, I would say!
XTEN-AV

PAVIRO
Public Address and Voice Evacuation System
with Professional Sound Quality
TCP/IP
network

· Lowest power consumption of any system in this class
· Extreme flexibility: the system can accept
architecture changes at any stage during
installation and provide a wide range of
announcement/music combinations

· From a single system to an IP networked
solution, allowing decentralized applications and
more system-wide audio channels.
· Fast, easy and complete set-up - both “Basic”
and “Expert” configurations

· More than 30 minutes of flash memory for
recordings of evacuation-related audio signals
· Zone monitoring on the call station
· Professional sound quality

Controller with DSP for single
and networked applications

Call Station

24 Zone Router with 4 channels

Call Station Extension

2-Channel Amplifier 2x500W Class-D
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Extron AV Technologies Help to Modernize Singapore’s Historic Angullia Mosque

SINGAPORE: Mohammad Salleh Eusoff Angullia,

an expatriate Sunni Muslim merchant from India,
established the Angullia Mosque in 1890 in
Singapore’s Little India. It has been a religious
and social gathering place for locals and foreign
workers ever since. The mosque completed a major
renovation in 2020 that doubled the prayer space
to accommodate up to 2,500 congregants. A key
goal was to make worship more accessible for those
at the mosque, as well as those attending over the
internet. In furtherance of that goal, The Islamic
Religious Council of Singapore engaged pro AV
consultant Hazelbayu Studios Pte Ltd and Avitcom
System Pte Ltd to design and install the Mosque’s AV
system. The AV system relies on Extron switching,
distribution, streaming, and control products to
distribute audio and video to public and staff spaces
throughout the mosque and surrounding grounds,
as well as streaming to the internet for remote
worshippers.
According to AV system design consultant
Hazelbayu Studios Pte Ltd, “Extron’s AV switching,
streaming, distribution, and control products were the
best choice for Angullia Mosque. Extron offers a mix
of products that exactly fits the system requirements,
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with video processing that provides superior scaling
capability to accommodate all the projectors and flat
panel displays throughout the mosque."
A DTP CrossPoint 108 4K matrix switcher with HDMI
and DTP inputs and outputs is the backbone of
the AV system. Content is sourced from cameras,
PCs, mics, and audio mixers. Switcher outputs are
routed to over a dozen projectors and flat panel
displays in reception areas, prayer halls, classrooms,
meeting rooms, an auditorium, and outdoors. An
Extron SMP 111 streaming media processor sends
worship services live to the internet via hosting
services like Facebook and records content for later
use. The control system is designed for operation
by non-technical clerics and assistants. An intuitive
touchscreen graphical user interface is accessed
on TouchLink Pro touchpanels in key locations
around the mosque. An Extron IP Link IPCP Pro
350 control processor commands all AV system
functions. Python programming under Extron’s
Global Scripter integrated development environment
makes the control system customizable, flexible, and
futureproof.
Extron
JUNE 2021

BUSINESS PROJECTORS
EB-L520U/L630U/L730U/L630SU
(Compatible with ELPWP10/ELPWP20 Wireless Presentation Systems)

COMPACT PROJECTION
SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR
BUSINESS NEEDS.

A power-packed solution for business, education, as well as projection
signage and entertainment.
Epson’s versatile and compact EB-L730U series projectors are loaded with endless
possibilities to project vivid and sharp images of up to 7,000 lumens*3 to your audience.

0.8-1.07”
WUXGA

WUXGA
Resolution

Throw Ratio
0.80 - 1.07*1

Laser Light
Source

Built-in
Wireless *2

Flexible
Installation

Edge Blending
Technology

Wireless
Projection

Optical Lens
Shift*2

The EB-L730U series is also compatible with Epson’s ELPWP10 and ELPWP20; the

Compact & Flexible

Lightweight yet durable body with a myriad of
installation options.
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Scan to find out more
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High brightness projection of up to 7.000 lumens*3
with laser light source and WUXGA resolution.
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A

Superb Image Quality

C

IT’S IN THE DETAILS.
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hassle-free wireless presentation systems. Without additional installations or
troublesome changes to network settings, connect up to six users at any one time
and start presenting your ideas from anywhere in the room.

T

O

Seamless Connectivity

Enjoy convenience in projection via wireless
connections without troublesome settings.

Epson Southeast Asia
*1

EpsonSoutheastAsia

For EB-L630SU. *2 Except for EB-L520U. *3 For EB-L730U.
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QSC Communities for Developers Goes Live

GLOBAL: QSC is excited to launch a new online

worldwide developer platform, “QSC Communities
for Developers”. It enables an engaged and
scalable technical community of professionals
and organizations to come together to collaborate,
create and deliver on the “art of the possible” with
the Q-SYS Ecosystem. Through this new platform,
a community of active “citizens” will have access
to a wide array of unique development tools, direct
access to QSC engineers and valued ecosystem
partners, and an online forum to exchange ideas with
colleagues around the world.
QSC Communities for Developers is a one-stop
shop with fully searchable access to any Q-SYS
development resources including a growing library
of approved plugins, code exchange, sample
scripts, design files, and user components, as well
as an advanced Q-SYS SDK help system. It also
offers access to private and public forums, ideation
groups offering the opportunity to share cutting-edge
ideas and problem solve with peers, QSC advanced
application engineers, and valued ecosystem
partners.
“We looked to create a modern development
platform where AV and IT users can come together
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in an authentic way, learn from each other and speak
freely with QSC experts,” says Greg Mattson, Product
Manager, Q-SYS Control, QSC. “It will also serve as
an incubator for some of the brightest minds (and
ideas) in our industry. We have always looked at
Q-SYS as AV’s great hivemind. The best ideas have
always come from our developers and users, and we
hope they use the platform to propel their systems
and their developer careers while serving the greater
good of the community and the Q-SYS Ecosystem.”
“The unique technology foundation of the Q-SYS
Platform gives developers the untethered freedom
to create an amazing ecosystem of solutions,”
says Jason Moss, Vice President, Alliances and
Ecosystem, QSC. “This community enables unlimited
possibilities to create and innovate at the software
level within Q-SYS: all you need is the ingenuity,
support, and the right tools to make it happen. For
the citizens of QSC Communities, this platform
provides the tools and support needed to create new
opportunities.”
Aspiring citizens can learn more and register to join
at developers.qsc.com.
QSC
JUNE 2021

New! Midra™ 4K Series Presentation Switchers
Ideally tailored to medium-sized fixed installations and live environments

Unrivaled performance and reliability
•

10 inputs, 2 outputs and one dedicated multiviewer

•

Versatile 4K connectivity (HDMI 2.0, 12G-SDI, DisplayPort 1.2)

•

Ultra-low latency 4K60 10-bit 4:4:4 image processing

•

Soft/hard-edge support

•

Genlock synchronization

•

Dante™ audio networking

www.analogway.com

info@analogway.com
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Meyer Sound ULTRA-X Loudspeakers and Spacemap Go Debut at Rejuvenated
Sydney Theatre Company
“We did explore options from other manufacturers,”
he says, “but over the years we’ve been happy
with the UPJ and UPM loudspeakers, which we
could easily integrate into the new systems. More
importantly, we were very impressed with the new
ULTRA-X loudspeakers. They are excellent for vocal
clarity, which is paramount as the dialogue must be
out front. But they are also exceptional for music.”

Sydney Theatre Company’s The Wharf. Photo Credit: Brett
Boardman

AUSTRALIA: Sydney Theatre Company (STC) has

reopened its home venue, The Wharf, at Walsh Bay
in Sydney, Australia following a two-year closure for a
total renovation. A highlight of the complete technical
upgrade was the installation of 32 new Meyer Sound
loudspeakers, largely drawn from the company’s
new ULTRA-X series.
The system was designed by Bob McCarthy and
Josh Dorn-Fehrmann to implement Spacemap Go,
Meyer Sound’s new tool for spatial sound design and
live mixing. When it opened in late February, STC’s
production of Playing Beatie Bow became one of the
world’s first theatrical productions to use dynamic
spatial effects provided by the new technology
based on the GALAXY Network Platform utilizing
Milan and a new iPad user interface.
For the theatre’s Sound & Video Manager Ben
Lightowlers, selection of the right solution was
critical, so the venue chose to retain complete
control of the PA budget, from specification all the
way through to installation. The system renewal was
a logical extension of a decades-long relationship
with Meyer Sound.
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The flexibility and scalability of Spacemap Go
enable the system to be easily reconfigured to
accommodate the 420-seat Wharf 1 Theatre’s
different seating configurations, including end-on,
L-shape and in-the-round as well as sound effect
source locations specific to a particular production.
Systems were supplied by Soundcorp, a Diversified
Company. In any configuration, sound designers
can easily leverage the spatial sound potentials of
Spacemap Go.
“When Spacemap Go came along during this
renewal project, it was exciting to have that added
dimension,” says Lightowlers. “I’m responsible for
assuring our sound designers have access to a
system that will afford them full creative potential. You
don’t want them to think too much about the system
itself, so they can focus on their art and what they
want to communicate with sound. The fact that you
can control Spacemap Go from QLab via OSC made
the Meyer Sound solution an easy sell.”
David Bergman, the sound designer for Playing
Beatie Bow, was the first to leverage the power of
the new technology, allocating up to 20 outputs from
QLab as direct objects for Spacemap Go.
“The composer, Clemence Williams, and I have
been loving the way we can run various trajectories
throughout the show,” he says. “Some trajectories are
doing slow circles around the audience while some
randomly zig-zag. It’s been great to move around
sounds like wind, reverbs, and solo instruments that
otherwise would be static. I love how democratic it
makes the show. No one misses out and every show
will feel slightly different, even from the same seat!”
JUNE 2021
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Spacemap GoSpatial Sound Design and Mixing Tool

Spacemap Go was introduced only after Bergman’s
sound design already was well underway, but
going forward he expects to rethink dynamic sound
possibilities from the outset. “We have just started
exploring the capabilities. The next time I would love
to build more specific spacemaps and trajectories,
with more intricate recalls from QLab,” he says.
For the theatre’s Ben Lightowlers, the debut

performance of the new system was a promising
sign. “It’s exciting to have a new system that is one
coherent palette and have it backed by outstanding
support. Some companies will sell you the boxes and
then you are on your own, but that is absolutely not
the case with Meyer Sound. The ongoing support,
especially regarding additional configuration setups,
has been outstanding.”
Meyersound

IN BRIEF
Bosch division Building Technologies is pleased
to announce the appointment of Ramesh
Jayaraman as Senior Vice President & General
Manager, Business Unit Communications.
Effective immediately, Jayaraman assumes global
leadership for the Bosch Communications family of
professional audio and communications brands –
Bosch conference and public address/voice alarm,
Dynacord electronics and software, Electro-Voice
loudspeakers and microphones, RTS intercom
systems, and Telex aviation headsets & radio
dispatch solutions.
Bosch Building Technologies

IHSE has taken its next global strategic step with
the opening of a new subsidiary office in China to
serve the rapidly growing Chinese IT market. The
new office will provide sales and technical support
to customers and channel partners throughout this
highly important region. IHSE will serve Chinese
customers with highly secure, low-latency and
failure-free products made in Germany. The China
JUNE 2021

office, Guangzhou, is headed up by Alan Wang;
an industry veteran with over 17 years experience
in KVM, control center and audiovisual/IT system
specification and installation.
Ihse

Partnering with ROE Visual, Hibino Corporation has
taken its first steps in Virtual Production technology.
Opening a dedicated VFX studio with an open house
to take place from June 2nd to 4th, the company will
receive customers from July 1st onwards. The Tokyobased studio creates an excellent opportunity to work
with virtual production techniques for filmmakers and
producers located in Japan. The studio is equipped
with Ruby RB1.5F LED panels. Premiering this
product for this market, Hibino has created a main
screen measuring 12m wide x 4m high. Additionally,
Carbon CB5 is used for a LED ceiling and two side
screens for fill-in lighting.
ROE Visual
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HARMAN Professional Solutions Elevate Services at Dongil Church

SOUTH KOREA: Using JBL Professional speakers,

AKG microphones and much more, TechDataPS
Co., Ltd. installs end-to-end solution that delivers
sensational sound to every corner of the church.
BUSAN, South Korea—Looking to add extraordinary
sound to its sermons and special events, Dongil
Church hired TechDataPS Co., Ltd. to design and
install a state-of-the-art HARMAN Professional
audio solution that delivers world-class acoustics
throughout the property.
Originally located in Dangjin, Chungcheongdo, Dongil Church was established in 1996. In
2020, the church relocated and built a new 600seat temple in Dongdaesin-dong, which is in the
Seo-gu district of Busan. In addition to offering
sermons and contributing to the development
of the community in various ways, the church
helps pastors of the Protestant church become
missionaries in India. Wanting to bolster its facility
and offer guests enhanced experiences during
services and events, Dongil required a new audio
system that delivers sparkling sound and speech
intelligibility. Meeting those acoustical requirements,
TechDataPS equipped Dongil with a cutting-edge
HARMAN Professional audio solution that features
JBL Professional loudspeakers, AKG microphones,
Soundcraft mixers and much more.
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The TechDataPS team reported that HARMAN
was their choice of brand because of its awardwinning products like JBL Professional VTX Series
loudspeakers and the Soundcraft Vi1000 digital
mixing console. The other reason stated was
that HARMAN’s integration solutions that include
speakers, mixers, power amplifiers, processors and
microphones are the best in the industry.
To ensure pristine sound with even, balanced
coverage across the church’s main hall, TechDataPS
installed JBL VTX A8 compact line array
loudspeakers and VTX B18 arrayable subwoofers.
For stage monitoring, the impressive system includes
JBL VTX M20 professional stage monitors, AC195
and PRX812W full-range loudspeakers, as well as a
dbx PMC16 personal monitor controller for fine-tuning
the sound. Crown I-Tech 4x3500HD amplifiers power
the system and offer uncompromising dependability,
while a Soundcraft Vi1000 digital mixing console
and Compact Stagebox provide professional mixing
functionality. Capturing and delivering crystal-clear
vocals, speech and instruments for sermons and
other stage performances, the solution features
an array of AKG microphones, including the Drum
Set Concert I collection, C214 large-diaphragm
condenser, PZM30 D hemispherical boundary layer
mic, WMS470 Vocal Set D5 wireless system, D5
JUNE 2021
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CS dynamic vocal mic and HC81 MD lightweight
cardioid headworn mic.
Bringing superb sound to the church’s baby room
and lobby, TechDataPS deployed JBL Control
16C/T ceiling loudspeakers, while BSS EC-V
Ethernet volume controllers and BSS BLU-100
signal processors with BLU link provide added
flexibility and audio performance. The systems in
the children’s room and both elementary rooms
use JBL EON612 self-powered loudspeakers, AKG
microphones and a Soundcraft Ui16 digital mixer
to deliver exceptional audio, while the multipurpose
room features JBL KP4012 full-range loudspeakers
as the main speakers, JRX212 speakers for the
monitors, a Soundcraft Si Impact digital mixing
console and Soundcraft Mini Stagebox 16i. Rounding
out the solution, TechDataPS equipped Dongil’s café
and choir practice room with JBL EON208P all-in-one
portable PA systems, which offer excellent sound
and Bluetooth wireless playback capabilities.

Representatives from the Dongil Church reported to
the TechDataPS team that the church was seeking
a powerful, dynamic, and easy-to-use audio solution
for the church and were very satisfied with the sound
of the JBL VTX Series speakers. Furthermore, they
reported that the Vi1000 is compact and comfortable
to use, and although the maximum number of AKG
wireless microphone 900 mega channels is limited
to 10 or less, they were quite impressed with the mic
preamp's high-quality and operational intuition.
“Places of worship like Dongil Church require
pristine sound throughout the facility for an overall
better listening experience,” said Amar Subash,
VP & GM HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC.
"We would like to thank our partner TechDataPS
for providing unparalleled technical support to the
client and overcoming challenges to meet the client’s
requirement right to the last detail.”
Harman Pro

L-Acoustics A Series Swings at Bangkok’s Jab Pae Chon Kae Restaurant
THAILAND: Over the last five years, owner Nicha

Uengkhao has built Jab Pae Chon Kae restaurant
into a success by providing a fun, modern dining
experience alongside live music entertainment that
varies from pop and rock to EDM. Recently, when
the lease expired on the Bangkok-area location, he
took the opportunity to relocate to a new location in
a high-traffic area adjacent to a popular community
mall. The move proved to also be the perfect moment
to upgrade the restaurant’s sound system, to provide
patrons a better, more dynamic entertainment
experience.
A live music enthusiast, Mr Nicha had been admiring
the L-Acoustics sound at live events and festivals
around Bangkok for years. In 2016, when he first
opened Jab Pae Chon Kae in the original location,
he had hoped to install L-Acoustics Kara, but was
not yet able to make that dream a reality. But he
kept in touch with Vision One, L-Acoustics certified
distributor and integrator for Thailand, over the years
as the restaurant grew and flourished.
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In 2019 when L-Acoustics launched the flexible,
affordable A Series constant curvature line source,
Vision One hosted a launch event and demo. It
was there that the Jab Pae Chon Kae team began
to discuss the possibility of upgrading their sound.
Then, in 2020 when they made the decision to move
to a new location, the time felt right. “We knew that
the new location, close to the popular The Circle
community mall, but also not too far from our original
space, would give us a unique opportunity to widen
our audience,” explains Mr Nicha. “We knew that the
A Series would offer a superior live music experience
to diners.”
“The team at Jab Pae Chon Kae called us in to
survey the new venue and propose an L-Acoustics
system that would work well, both in terms of
sound coverage and SPL requirements,” explains
Vision One Chief Operating Officer Tanapat “Tony”
Mongkolkosol. “Soundvision proved what we thought:
that we could give the restaurant a touring quality
sound system with arrays of A10 that would really
JUNE 2021
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The Jab Pae Chon Kae restaurant and live music venue delivers quality audio to live music diners

showcase the dynamic music program on offer.
A10 offered the quality the restaurant desired, while
staying within their budget.”
Tony and the team at Vision One worked with
L-Acoustics Soundvision 3D acoustic modelling
software to design a system that would give
consistent coverage to the space, which included
a main dining/dancing area with cathedral ceilings,
flanked by two more intimate areas with lower
ceilings to the left of the main space. The main area
system consists of arrays of five L-Acoustics A10
Focus, with a single A10 Wide at the bottom, per
side.

digital, and to bridge AVB and analogue audio with a
low latency and maximized bandwidth.
While current government guidelines restrict indoor
activities, the team at Jab Pae Chon Kae look forward
to fully opening to clients soon. “With A10, we’ve got
all the power we need, and more,” smiles Mr Nicha.
“It’s a great feeling to be settled into our new, highprofile location, and to have the sound system that
we’ve been waiting for, for over five years. We’re
excited to offer this vibrant new experience to our
clients.”
Vision One

L-Acoustics

The top two enclosures use Panflex to set arrays at
90° to throw more SPL to the rear of the venue and
keep sound off the walls, while other four A10 are
set to 110 degrees for wider coverage to the area
directly in front of the stage to the main dining area.
Six L-Acoustics KS21 subwoofers supply the low-end
rumble, while two L-Acoustics X12 provide coverage
to the venue’s left wings. L-Acoustics LA4X amplifiers
drive the system, along with an L-Acoustics P1
processor to upscale the input signal to 96kHz
JUNE 2021
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Anolis at the Auckland Sky Tower

Photo Credit: Louise Stickland

NEW ZEALAND: The iconic 328-metre-tall Sky

available at the time.Forward 11 years, and by 2018
the installation was – unsurprisingly – looking patchy
and dated, and in that time, LED technology had
advanced dramatically, becoming brighter, more
efficient, hugely more effective, and better value.

The high-profile landmark is also a vital
telecommunications hub and a popular observation
point sitting at the heart of and presiding over this
vibrant metropolis.

The team faced several challenges, starting with
the ongoing city centre and waterfront regeneration
project, which saw the removal of the bus shelters
and the installation of some sculptural artworks
around the base of the Tower.

Tower in downtown Auckland, New Zealand has
had its grace and elegance further enhanced with
an Anolis – a Robe business – lighting installation
comprising 154 x Divine 72 LED fixtures.

The lighting design was created by Richard
Bracebridge and Sam Walle from Light Works Ltd.
Technical specification, installation and systems
integration were the work of Nick Abel from LS
Group, with lighting fixtures supplied through Anolis’
New Zealand and Australian distributor, Jands.
Light Works has been involved with lighting the
Tower since 2007 when it was first re-lit following the
original metal halide installation which dated back
to 1996 whilst it was under construction.The 2007
floodlighting involved re-lighting the shaft – utilising
positions on top of some conveniently located bus
shelters along Federal and Victoria Streets below
– and upgrading the upper part of the tower and
mast using the best quality RGB LED floodlights
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While these did offer up some ‘top space’ for mast
illumination lighting positions, the footprint was vastly
reduced, and not in optimum positions for effectively
lighting the shaft section!
Lighting real estate on the ‘shaft’ for fixtures to
highlight the top section was even more at a premium
… as any fixtures had to share the space with a
forest of communications equipment including FM
radio transmitters, local and national TV satellites and
broadcasting kit, wireless internet hubs, cell phone
hubs, weather monitoring and laser links.
So, size and space criteria initially informed the
choice of fixtures for both top and bottom elements of
JUNE 2021
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the tower. The Anolis Divine 72s, which had just been
launched at the start of the project, were selected for
these and several other reasons.
The signature colour was white, so they needed to
produce a proper crisp white with the smoothest
and most even coverage. The size and shape of the
fixtures made the Divine 72s ideal for fixing on the
top of the street level sculptures, with 96 units sitting
on top of the three building locations and a single
column “artwork” at the base of the Tower.
Sixty Divine 72s are deployed around the Tower’s
top section, ensconced between the various
communications elements. To optimise the dynamics
of the positioning and the different throw distances
and angles, they are fitted with a variety of lenses
… which are readily available with the Anolis Divine
ranges.

NEWS
Being downtown and an urban residential area as
well as a CBD, extreme caution was needed to
minimise light pollution and keep the lumen focus
concentrated on the Tower.
The Divine 72s are run via a Pharos LPC 2 controller
that can be remotely accessed via phone and tablet
app.
It can instantly be switched into any colour or any
number of combinations at the touch of a button
for special occasions.The upgraded lighting
scheme was proudly launched with a 30-minute
choreographed lightshow synchronised to a music
track played by local radio station The Breeze,
allowing the whole city to enjoy the spectacle.
Anolis

StormAudio Expands its EMEA Sales Force

EMEA: StormAudio, a French team of passionate

specialists in the conception and manufacturing
of audio processors and amplifiers for high-end
home theaters, extends its sales force by signing a
strategic partnership with AV EMEA.
“This partnership is a great opportunity to continue
accelerating our global growth”, comments Olivier
Thumerel, StormAudio’s CEO. “Our revenues
have tripled in the last 3 years but we arefar from
having addressed all potential markets and need to
strengthen our efforts to be able to bring our offerings
to more users around the world. With the help of AV
EMEA we will be able to open new countries and be
closer to our customers in many territories.”

JUNE 2021

AV EMEA is owned
by three business
partners – Martin
Harding, Michael
Kwetters, and Peter
Schoon. Between
them, they have
over 50 years of
International AV/CI
industry experience, as well as extensive contacts
and local knowledge of many of the varied markets
within Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia.
They are renowned for their professional business
development and representation service across
EMEA for a number of respected CI brands. The
AV EMEA team will be bringing their experience,
associations and market knowledge to support
both current and prospective distributors and their
customers to grow StormAudio’s business across the
region. They will collaborate closely with StormAudio,
including providing technical support and training in
addition to market development for the regions.
AV EMEA
StormAudio
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Strong Growth in Korean Worship Sector for Amate Audio’s ‘Smart’ Compact Line
Arrays

Amate Audio N208 line arrays at the First Presbyterian Church in Wonju city

SOUTH KOREA: Daelim Musical, Amate Audio’s

Matched with a single lightweight 12 inch LF driver,
also specifically developed for the design, the
resultant full frequency response extends all the way
down to 58Hz, with continuous output levels of up
to 129 dB. The X12CLA provides 15˚, 30˚,45˚ or 60˚
vertical directivity, in arrays one two, three or four
cabinets respectively.

The largest of these, in the First Presbyterian Church
in Wonju city, comprising 16x Nitíd N208 1500 W
active, self-powered line array cabinets and 2x
2500 W N18W sub bass cabinets, flown in L – R
configuration. A majority of the installations, however,
have deployed Amate Audio’s Xcellence series
X12CLA ultra-compact constant curvature array.

Since March 2020 Daelim has designed and installed
five sound systems in churches featuring the X12CLA
array together with the X18T active sub; with left and
right flown strings comprising an X18T sub and four
X12CLAs: Seo Won Church in the city of Cheongju,
Mu Guk Central Holiness Church in Eumseong city,
Yumchang Central Church in Seoul, Chuncheon
Gwangyum Church in the city of Chuncheon and
Jangheung Central Church in the city of Jangheung.

long time exclusive distribution partner in South
Korea, has been installing Amate Audio line array
systems extensively in churches throughout the
country. Over the last 14 months the company has
installed Amate Audio systems in more than nine
churches.

An advanced, active and self-powered constant
curvature array, the X12CLA provides extraordinary
levels of performance, in terms of quality, output
levels and signal coverage. A custom designed
isophasic wave-guide, and 2.5 inch titanium
diaphragm neodymium driver, achieves exceptional
throw with consistent frequency and directivity.
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Daelim Musical General Manager Sun Uk Ji states,
“Four cabinets of X12CLA will provide 110˚ x 60˚
with a fully uniform coverage for a hall throughout
two floors.” While Mr Ji references power and
performance in determining his customers’
JUNE 2021
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Jangheung Central Church’s installation, deploying Amate Audio’s ultra-compact X12CLA constant curvature array

preference for the X12CLA over products from
competing brands, he is also highly appreciative
of the onboard DSP system management in greatly
reducing the time required to install, tune and fully
commission an installation. “The X12CLA has active
power amplifier and digital signal processing. The
system control parameters can be set to expectation
and then quickly modified by wi-fi when the cabinets
are flown in position.”

Mr Ji also cites long delays available within the
DSP, enabling cabinets, flown or fixed as fills for
dead areas, to be rapidly time-aligned with the
main system; ensuring equivalent signal coverage
throughout almost any auditorium. “The resultant
sound is very homogeneous and stable, and will
need little or no additional equalization to achieve
exceptional levels of quality,” he concludes.
Amate Audio

INSEAD Business School Uses weConnect Virtual Classrooms to Support GO-Live
Executive Education
SINGAPORE: The move to tech-enabled

management education has been a logical
progression for INSEAD. “We pioneered the
adaptation of asynchronous virtual courses to a
customised corporate context,” according to Peter
Zemsky, Deputy Dean, Dean of Innovation, Professor
of Strategy & Innovation. “This is the moment for
virtual executive education to go live.”
With GO-Live powered by weConnect, the multicampus institution has taken a distinctive approach
to live virtual teaching, following two broad principles.
The first is being learner-centric. “You want to keep
the learner empowered, active and engaged so that
they're immersed in the experience, just as if they
were there face-to-face,” says Zemsky. “The other
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key principle is to allow faculty to bring their deep
skills of creating magic in the classroom from a faceto-face world to a live virtual setting.”
Results that “could not be achieved in a
traditional classroom”
Professor of entrepreneurship Philip Anderson zooms
in on one element that is key to weConnect. “Let's
say it's a classroom and I ask a question,” he says.
“One person answers and that's two minutes and
then I call on somebody else and that's two minutes.
Maybe I call in a third person. That's six minutes for
three people.” With weConnect, you can get every
single person to contribute in less than two minutes.
“Instead of just focusing on, ‘Do I like what Felicity
JUNE 2021
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said or do I disagree?’ I can look at what everybody
said and say, ‘Is there a pattern here?’ And that's
really not possible in anything but an online
environment.”
Marc Remond, Vice President of Meeting and
Learning Experiences, Barco APAC said: “The
competition in the education sector in Singapore
has tremendously intensified. With the Pandemic,
online education is now truly global. Unable to travel,
students can join any program from their home. It is
vital for universities, business schools and training
institutes to now embrace digital platforms that are
built for teaching and learning, and not for virtual
meetings. Solutions like Barco weConnect help
improve student participation, collaboration and
engagement regardless whether the class is virtual,
hybrid or traditional with all students on site. For
instance, INSEAD recognised the need to enable
interactive and productive learning experiences
online very early on. By adding such new digital
capability to support its future growth, the leading
global business school has gained a significant
competitive edge while improving the online teaching
and learning experience for both educators and
students”.
JUNE 2021
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The demands of the digital world are changing
learning
With the fast pace of technology advancements
changing fundamentally the way we live, work and
learn, organisations are realising they must shift
their approach towards digital transformation when it
comes to teaching and training.
Barco recently reinforced its commitment to
customers with an added enhanced breakout rooms
feature designed to weConnect for high-quality
interaction and engagement. The new feature will
ensure that the instructors stay fully connected to
their audience while keeping a steady flow for the
session and the learners can freely collaborate and
access shared breakout content, as well as content
from the main session. Learners can ask questions,
chat with peers, answer polls and quizzes, draw or
add pins to the whiteboard. The feature also allows
on-demand access after the live session ends
helping instructors to optimise future classes and
learning outcomes based on the user analytics on
participants´ engagement.
Barco
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Christie and Zhongqing Yingye Group Showcase Latest Projection and Integrated
Solutions at Roadshows

Eye-catching projections at the venue of Christie’s roadshow in Guangzhou

CHINA: Christie and its distributor Zhongqing

Yingye Group are jointly organizing a series of
roadshows across nine cities to showcase its latest
projection and integrated solutions for various
applications including cultural tourism, staging
and performing arts, theme parks and attractions,
corporate venues and showrooms, as well as
museums and science centers.
Targeted at prospective clients from various
industries across China, the roadshows will be held
in Guangzhou, Beijing, Nanjing, Chengdu, Shenzhen,
Changsha, Hangzhou, Jinan and Xi’an over a threemonth period beginning May 17. This is the second
year that Christie is bringing its suite of leading-edge
projectors, content management, image processing
and automated calibration software solutions directly
to clients following a highly successful tour in five
cities last year.
“These roadshows had been tremendously popular
as we’re literally showcasing our newest technologies
right at the doorsteps of our customers, allowing
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them to experience our products and solutions like
never before,” said Michael Bosworth, Executive Vice
President, Enterprise, Christie. “We see a lot of value
in organizing these roadshows. Not only can we
maintain close ties with our partners and old friends,
they also provide us with opportunities to reach out
to new customers, reaffirm our strong commitment
to this marketplace, and strengthen our brand
presence.”
Attendees can check out Christie’s state-of-the-art
projection solutions, including the high-performance
Christie Griffyn 4K32-RGB pure laser projector
equipped with 34,000 lumens while operating at
less than 46dBA at full brightness. Designed for
demanding large venue applications, it features an
all-in-one design, omnidirectional capability and an
exceptionally wide colour gamut, achieving more
than 96% of the Rec. 2020 color space for rich,
vibrant and true-to-life visuals.
Another highlight is a tech preview of the upcoming
Christie Inspire Series laser projector. Designed for
JUNE 2021
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3D projection mapping demonstration on a model of an ancient tower

showrooms, training centers, and meeting rooms,
the Inspire Series has brightness options of up to
9,600 ISO lumens, and provides up to 20,000 hours
of reliable, virtually maintenance-free operation for
a worry-free, low total cost of ownership. Together
with the tried-and-tested GS Series and HS Series,
these 1DLP laser projectors offer powerful, reliable
and cost-effective options for almost any high-use
application.
Also on show is a fascinating 3D projection mapping
demonstration on a model of an ancient tower
measuring 6 meters in length and 3 meters in height,
made possible using three 20,000-lumen Christie HS
Series 1DLP® laser projectors, Christie Pandoras
Box and Christie Mystique – an automated camerabased alignment and recalibration solution, enables
users to quickly install, align, calibrate and maintain
multi-projector systems.
A captivating half dome projection further
demonstrates the prowess of Mystique as images
displayed on complex screen shapes and surfaces
are swiftly aligned in minutes, instead of hours.
As well, Mystique can be integrated directly with
JUNE 2021

Christie Pandoras Box for real-time video processing
and show control. Pandoras Box products have
been used at various events and installations in
China, such as the Yellow River Tower light show
in Lanzhou, Light & Shadow Cube 3D immersive
visualization project in Qingdao, and the 2019 FIBA
Basketball World Cup opening ceremony in Beijing.
Christie’s complete range of high-quality AV solutions
has made great strides in the Chinese market. From
international sporting events to cultural tourism and
themed entertainment projects, our technologies
innovate, illuminate and inspire exceptional
experiences around the world. Together with our
trusted partners, we have created more than 200,000
AV installations and remain highly passionate and
committed to excite, inspire and create more vitality
in China’s Pro-AV industry.
Christie Digital
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How KVM Helps Design Optimised IT Infrastructures
in Control Rooms

With the integration of a growing number of
technologies, control rooms are becoming
increasingly complex and multifunctional. As
pioneers in the KVM industry, Guntermann & Drunck
(G&D) develop high-performance KVM products
that increase the security of the IT technology in use
and at the same time make the work of control room
employees smarter and more comfortable.
Good reasons to use KVM in control room
applications
G&D’s KVM products optimise the application of
IT equipment and improve the working conditions
for humans and computers. They can be used
to remove noisy technology from the working
environment and allow users to simultaneously
operate several computers remotely via a single
console. They can also be combined with typical IT
equipment such as media controls to make work in
control rooms even more efficient and user-friendly.
Computer-free workplaces in control rooms and
intuitive user interfaces that increase ergonomics
and comfort create ideal working conditions in which
operators can solely focus on their work.
ControlCenter-IP offers many advantages to
improve the IT infrastructure in control rooms
G&D’s portfolio includes solutions for both original
KVM and KVM-over-IP. The ControlCenter-IP
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combines the advantages of classic matrices
with the flexibility of IP systems. Any connected
operator station can be granted access to
any remote computer. While the network
infrastructure takes over the transport of KVMover-IP using network switches and routers,
the ControlCenter-IP contributes the logic.
Transmission takes place compressed via CAT
cabling or optical fibres and via standard IPbased networks, with a data transmission rate
of 1 Gbit/s per line. Now you can scale existing
IT installations more easily, flexibly and costeffectively. G&D’s compression technology HDIP
allows the loss-less transmission of video signals
with a resolution of up to 4K at 60Hz. In combination
with IP extender systems for DP1.2a and DP1.1a
as well as single link and dual link DVI, it supports
a wide range of video signals and resolutions
up to real 4K over IP. The ControlCenter-IP also
provides a lot of security features like a MatrixGuard
function and uses various security mechanisms like
VPN tunnels and AES-128 encryption to increase
protection in critical environments. All communication
and data transmission via the ControlCenter-IP is
encrypted, ensuring a high level of security in critical
environments.
Experience KVM like never before – remotely via
live video
G&D’s ControlCenter-Xperience showcases a
complete control room setup from which any
computer equipment has been moved to a separate
technology room. Among other things, visitors can
experience user-friendly functions for perfect control
room applications, intelligent control options via API,
and solutions for optimal control of video walls.
G&D Head office
G&D Sales Agent APAC
ControlCenter-Xperience
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China National Convention Center, Beijing

17 March 2021 • 14 April 2021 • 20 May 2021
InfoComm China GoVIRTUAL

www.infocomm-china.com

INVENTING
THE FUTURE TODAY
The world has changed. So has InfoComm China. This year, Asia’s foremost Professional AudioVisual and
Integrated Experience Technology showcase takes on a new format comprising in-person and virtual shows.
Three 1-day themed online events will precede the headlining hybrid event in July.

2021 Program
InfoComm China

InfoComm China

InfoComm China

Beijing InfoComm China

GoVIRTUAL
17 Mar

GoVIRTUAL
14 Apr

GoVIRTUAL
20 May

Hybrid Xperience
21-23 Jul
DAY 1 : 10AM - 5PM
DAY 2 : 9AM - 5PM
DAY 3 : 9AM - 4PM

10AM - 5PM GMT+8
TARGET AUDIENCE
AV Channel • IT Channel •
Defence • Government • Security •
Transportation • Energy •
Finance & Banking • Healthcare •
Hospitality • Meetings, Events &
Conventions

AV Channel • IT Channel •
Enterprise IT • Education

AV Channel • IT Channel •
Broadcasting / Telecommunications
• Entertainment / Leisure •
Event Production •
Museums • Worship •
Real Estate / Architecture •
Media / Advertising • Retail

All Industries & Sectors

GoVIRTUAL underpins the new dual-platform program. It brings hundreds of
live, in-person exhibitors’ showcases and product demonstrations right up to
you. Real-time 2-way livestreaming illuminates conversations,allowing you to
discover the technologies shaping the post-pandemic future. The AI-powered
algorithm learns your requirements as you use the interface and shortlists
your must-meet exhibitors. And, as is the trademark of every InfoComm China
event, extensive knowledge-driven webinars and physical conferences provide
learning opportunities.

Organized By:

Whether you are in Beijing, spread across China or halfway round the globe, you
can join in the exciting action. Encounter technologies, solutions and partners
that can make you shine in today’s unchartered business landscape.

Follow Us on WeChat!

Admission to Beijing InfoComm China is FREE.
Register your visit at www.infocomm-china.com
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SOLUTIONS UPDATE
Opstron HEX Converter Neutralizes Programming Woes

Users with basic programming
skills can easily reprogram
their existing AV systems
to include their new display
device (s).

The HEX Converter is a first of its kind product that
offers a cost-effective solution for those looking to
make changes to their existing display infrastructure.
The HEX Converter neutralizes programming woes
involved in replacing projectors or display devices
connected to a control system while maintaining
the same initially assigned control functionality,
thereby allowing easy upgrades anytime, anywhere,
and within any existing AV infrastructure where the
display elements feature RS232 connectivity.
The HEX Converter has a male and female RS232
port on each end of the device. The unit also
comes with a free-ware application that resolves
programming attributes related to the control of
the projector or display, even without the original
programme source code. The free-ware programme
has one input and one output. The baud rate, stop
bit, and parity bit are programmable, up to 15 sets of
codes.
The input column carries the source code of the
previous display, and the output column reflects
the source code of the new display. The software
also features a library of all the popularly used
projectors' and display devices' source codes for
easy reference.
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All the user needs to do is
save the codes onto the HEX
converter unit by assigning
the correct sequence of
inputs within the software.
Then once the new display
device/projector has been
installed on-site, the HEX
converter is connected to the
device's RS232 serial port.
At the same time, the other
end is connected to the cable
connecting to the control
system. Once this process has been completed,
the new display device/projector assumes the same
control functions as the former device. That is it. You
are done! You do not need to tinker with the control
system programming.
Essentially, the HEX converter acts as the key
programming interface between the display device/
projector and the controller while being powered via
RS232 connectivity, thereby eliminating the need for
an external power source. The HEX converter only
supports data transmission (TX); does not support
data receive (RX), DTR and other signal of existing
software operations and interface hardware.
Significant advantages of the HEX converter are
its cost-saving and improved productivity. The
end-user can now break free from the shackles of
being constrained and have the option of switching
projectors or display device brands. For the systems
integrator, they can confidently do the job without
worrying about programming issues. As the systems
integrator is not making the programme change at
the control panel, there is no need to be concerned
about being a certified programmer of the control
system brand.
JUNE 2021
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The HEX converter is a simple yet effective solution.
Users will require one HEX Converter for each
display device that is replaced, and the retail
price for each HEX Converter unit is USD127.00
(SGD168.00). The company is accepting bulk
orders for the purchase of the HEX Converter
units. At the same time, the brand is also looking
to partner with regional distributors to promote
the HEX Converter; and have confirmed that they
will provide in-depth training to their distribution
partners' sales team on how to use the software.

SOLUTIONS UPDATE
protocols within industrial automation control system,
teaching projector system, all-in-one card access
control system, parking lot system, self-service
banking system, etc.
Opstron

Connect via email to: sales@opstron.com or call +65
62686896
The HEX converter can be widely used for code
conversion between different equipment and different

New Extron Control Processor Packs Powerful Features into a Compact Design
bidirectional RS-232 serial port with hardware and
software handshaking, advanced security standards
and Gigabit Ethernet, which ensures compatibility
with multiple TouchLink Pro touchpanels, Network
Button Panels, and IPL EXP expansion interfaces
using a standard network infrastructure. The IPCP
Pro S1 xi is an ideal choice for AV applications that
require a powerful, yet compact control processor.

Extron’s IPCP Pro S1 xi, is a high-performance,
compact control processor designed for centralized
AV control in small to medium-size applications. The
IPCP Pro S1 xi features enhanced performance with
greater processing power and twice the memory
of our IP Link Pro series. Ethernet monitoring and
control allows you to manage AV devices using
a standard Ethernet network. It also features one
JUNE 2021

The Extron IPCP Pro S1 xi can be configured using
Global Configurator Plus or Global Configurator
Professional software or programmed using Extron
Global Scripter. For enterprise-wide applications,
GlobalViewer Enterprise can provide centralized AV
resource monitoring, management, and control over
a computer network. In addition, the IPCP Pro S1 xi
supports Extron LinkLicense, which further enhances
the capabilities of Extron control systems.
Extron IPCP Pro S1 xi
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Ashly Audio’s AquaControl Software Free Update Includes New Ducking Feature
times and
gates to mask
the fact that
the ducked
program
is slowly
returning in the
background
as soon as the
ducking trigger
is removed.

Ashly Audio has launched another major update to its
new AquaControl software suite, free-of-charge. Key
among the new software capabilities is a powerful
upgrade to the ducking feature on the Ashly Audio
mXa-1502 integrated mixer amp. This new feature
readies the mXa-1502 for integration into even more
locations.
The original ducker in AquaControl software offered
12 levels of priority, user-adjustable threshold, attack
and release, duck depth, and could be triggered
automatically by the incoming priority signal or by
electronic contact closure triggers found on the rear
panel of the mXa-1502.
Those features remain, but now offer the following
improvements:
- Priority Source Control – Ashly has assigned
ducking parameters to the source rather than the
ducked program, allowing different trigger sources to
control the ducked program in more varied ways.
- Hold Time – A new HOLD parameter is adjustable
in 1-second intervals, up to 60 full seconds. This
holds the ducked program at the assigned ducking
depth after the trigger source is removed and allows
the adjustable ramped return to begin after that hold
period has concluded. This eliminates slow ramp
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- Independent
Ducker
Assignment –
Independently
adding or removing input channels from the ducking
hierarchy is now enabled. This makes it much easier
to interpret the relevant settings by eliminating
unnecessary data. You see only the settings of
channels involved with the ducker and nothing more.
- Increased Return Dynamic Range – The original
ducker had the return ramp level jump from mute to
-30dB in a single step and then began the adjustable
return time in 1dB steps from -30 up to 0dB. Ashly
has improved this by allowing the ducking ramp to
use a dynamic range of 100dB in 1dB increments.
This provides for smoother, less abrupt transitions
from muted levels.
The result of these upgrades is a priority ducking
system that offers flexibility and smoothness
of operation, free from incorrect triggering and
uncomfortable volume changes. This enables
greater customization of priority signal management
to deliver a better customer experience in schools,
hotels, retail stores, and restaurants.
The new ducker is part of AquaControl firmware
release v1.1.8 and is available as a free download at
www.ashly.com/firmware-updates
Ashly
JUNE 2021
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Konftel Gets Personal with New Video Kit

Conferencing and collaboration specialist Konftel has
developed a combined personal video and audio
solution for wherever people are working. The Konftel
Personal Video Kit creates conferencing convenience
– and is ideally suited to today’s growing hybrid
working trends, spanning both the home and
traditional office.

swift autofocus and a 4x digital zoom for great
flexibility. The Konftel Ego is a Red Dot design award
winner and despite its compact size, it delivers
exceptional sound – together with a smart and clear
LCD display. The Konftel Ego is a good alternative to
a headset; more comfortable for longer calls with the
capability of room filling music too.

The complete conferencing package consists of the
new Konftel Cam10 webcam and popular Konftel
Ego speakerphone – delivering business class
performance with high levels of usability as part of a
compact and portable overall design.

Whatever the preferred app or cloud service, the
Konftel Personal Video kit fits all collaboration needs.
Users just connect the USB cables to their laptop or
PC and they’re good to go – with optional Bluetooth
for audio too. A simple desktop app enables zoom,
customization of image and camera features.

Users can take advantage of an enhanced visual and
audio experience, with a 90-degree viewing angle,
full HD video output and acclaimed OmniSound
audio performance.
With USB plug and play, this portable kit is the
perfect home and traditional office companion.
The Konftel Cam10 is ideal for users with single
or multiple external displays. Placed in an optimal
position on top of the main screen, it promotes a
natural lifelike viewing experience.

The Personal Video Kit is part of Konftel’s recently
renewed Climate Neutral certification – where all
greenhouse gas emissions are offset – so people can
conference ‘with a clear climate conscience’. The
Konftel Personal Video Kit has a list price of USD279.
Konftel

In addition, the Konftel Cam10 features innovative
noise reduction technology, low light capabilities,

JUNE 2021
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ETC Extends Unison Paradigm Reach with Network Station Power Supply
“Systems today demand more stations and sensors
than ever. The Network Station Power Supply
meets these needs in a compact and economical
package,” said Shawn Fernandez, Product Manager
for Architecture Controls at ETC. “Plus, its network
capabilities mean less processors and less hassle
when setting up and refreshing systems.”

ETC’s new Network Station Power Supply makes it
easy to add the stations and sensors necessary to
satisfy design briefs and energy codes for today’s
architectural control systems. Part of ETC’s Unison
Paradigm lighting control system, the Network
Station Power Supply expands the reach of each
Paradigm processor by connecting to a Paradigm
processor over a network connection. This allows
Paradigm systems to take advantage of network
infrastructure for long data runs, and then power
system inputs like user stations and sensors with
shorter two-wire cabling.

The compact, DIN rail-mounted Network Station
Power Supply (NSPS) is easy to install wherever
you need it. It supports up to 63 devices, giving you
the power and connectivity you need for today’s
sensor-hungry systems. A compact LCD screen on
the unit and tactile button interface make it easy to
configure the NSPS and bind replacement stations
without needing separate configuration software or to
physically be at the Paradigm processor.
The requirements for lighting control systems
continue to expand. The Paradigm Network Station
Power Supply makes it easier for your Paradigm
system to meet those needs.
ETC NSPS

Kramer Introduces the Incredibly Unique VS-34FD Switcher with FLEX I/O
module and an additional redundant power supply
for optional installation.

Kramer Electronics’ VS−34FD is a 34−port, 8K−
ready, multi−format, modular matrix switcher for AV
signals, including HDMI, HDBaseT, VGA, SDI, as well
as analog and digital audio.

The VS-34FD has Kramer Core technology that
enables copper or twisted pair to be used at the
same time, according to input/output module
selection. The matrix receives signals from
compatible Kramer transmitters, automatically
converts between available infrastructure options,
and sends the signals to compatible Kramer
receivers.

The modular chassis of the VS-34FD features
Kramer’s FLEX I/O technology. The unit has 17 slots
for installing a full range of input/output modules,
and can be populated as 2x32, 32x2, or any other
configuration in between - in increments of two
inputs or two outputs. The chassis includes a control

With fast switching support on the outputs
configuration, the VS-34FD can reduce or remove
switching delays. The VS-34FD is HDCP 2.2
compliant, with compatible DVI, HDMI, and HDBaseT
modules and can support disabling HDCP when
needed.
Kramer
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Tripleplay Hits Home Run with Game-changing Feature Release

Tripleplay has released the latest version of its
leading digital signage, enterprise video and
IPTV software platform, Caveman 3.1, delivering
enhancements and new features for both existing
and new users of its solutions.
Stand out features in the new release include;
• New Site Profiles switching feature for shared
venues enables multiple tenants to use the system
independently of one another and for the whole
display network to change profile with a single mouse
click.
• Mersive integration bringing IPTV and digital
signage to Solstice devices with additional endpoint
management from the Tripleplay CMS.
• Personal device-based virtual TV remote control
introduced for the Interactive IPTV portal with simple
QR code access.
Additional features include bringing enhanced
broadcaster approved live TV encryption to the
Tripleplay PLAY3R-SP1 and BrightSign player range

JUNE 2021

plus improvements to platform security by offering
encryption for data stored on local devices.
For large networks, scalability has been improved
with support for locally cached content; reducing the
server load on large networks.
Hospitality users of the Tripleplay platform can
improve revenue per available room (RevPAR)
through new features which provide the opportunity
to promote paid content.
Following quickly on from the release of its new subframe video encoder, the ENCOD3R-LH2, Caveman
3.1 ensures Tripleplay has continued to offer simple
innovations that keep its clients ahead of the game.
For further information on Tripleplay’s Caveman
3.1 software release, contact your local Tripleplay
representative.
Tripleplay
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Adamson Introduces IS-Series Weatherized Loudspeakers, and Design Tools for
Installation Market

Weatherized versions are available for all Adamson IS-Series installation loudspeakers

Adamson Systems Engineering has officially
announced a range of new products available
immediately for the installation market, including an
extension to its renowned IS-Series of installation
loudspeakers and a suite of improved and updated
design tools for architects, integrators, and sound
designers.
With the introduction of the IS-Series Weatherized
line, Adamson offers AV professionals a loudspeaker
family purpose-built to withstand the most extreme
climates in the world. Weatherized enclosures
are ideal for marine and coastal venues, outdoor
stadiums, open-air performance spaces, and other
permanent outdoor installations.
IS-Series Weatherized models achieve an IP55 rating
without sacrificing performance or aesthetics. All
structural steel elements of the IS-Series Weatherized
cabinets are made of a high yield strength stainless
alloy that offers 100% corrosion resistance. The new
models also feature an interior and exterior coating
with a distinctive smooth finish that provides a waterresistant seal and allows for easy cleaning and
removal of dirt, grime, salt water or sand.
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Weatherized versions are available now for the entire
family of IS-Series loudspeakers.
To supplement the product release, Adamson is
also releasing an update to its suite of design tools
for integrators, including new Autodesk Revit and
SketchUp libraries for the IS-Series, and updated
EASE and CAD files for the complete Adamson
loudspeaker line. The design tools are available now
for download on the Adamson website.

New design tools include Autodesk Revit, EASE, SketchUp
and CAD elements.
Adamson Systems
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AV-over-IP Revisited

Christie projection, auto calibration, image processing and
SDVoE solutions light up Lotte World’s Magic Castle

The Thai Excise Department control room videowall
features iMAGsystems’ video-over-IP encoders / decoders

AV-over-IP is the fastest growing signal transmission technology in the Audio Visual industry. The fast rise of
smart home devices that operate in an IP environment is also pushing the adoption of IP infrastructure in the
commercial space. There are in fact a large number of commercially ready professional IP solutions in the
market. However, there is no one single standard platform. There are industry standard protocols such as
VoIP, SIP, RTSP as well as many proprietary AV-over-IP platforms. Then there are alliances such as HDBaseT
and SDVoE who license out to manufacturers the chip to integrate into their own technologies. In this issue,
we reach out to Justin Kennington of SDVoE and Paul Harris of Aurora Multimedia to get their input about
why AV-over-IP is fast becoming the go-to platform for installations.

SI Asia Interviews Justin Kennington, President of SDVoE Alliance
How many manufacturers are currently offering
solutions with SDVoE chips as of date?

Are there SDVoE-based solutions across the AV
signal path?

We have 51 members in the
SDVoE Alliance, though a
handful of other companies
use the technology and
market products in their own
"closed" ecosystem. We don’t
have any rules demanding
alliance participation from
those who elect to use the technology, and there
are certain pro AV sectors (the medical field is
one) where manufacturers are able to market and
sell successfully without participation in the SDVoE
Alliance. There are over 700 products in the SDVoE
Alliance member product catalogue available at
https://sdvoe.org/products/.

At this point, every piece of the signal chain is
represented. A wide variety of standalone encoders
and decoders exist, including in challenging form
factors such as wall plates. Beyond that, some
endpoints are transceivers, capable of encode or
decode (with future products on the way that can
encode and decode simultaneously). We've seen
SDVoE integrated directly into projectors and directview LED products. There are SDVoE cameras,
graphics cards, and PCIe-based capture cards.
Add to that, we have manufacturers in the alliance
building easy-to-deploy Ethernet switches and
cable infrastructure. Our ecosystem is complete and
robust.
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How many projects globally have been completed
using SDVoE technologies?
Unfortunately I don't have access to this number,
as it's a sum of figures from each of the individual
members (and adopting non-members). I can say
confidently that SDVoE has been deployed all over
the world, in systems large and small, and in every
important vertical market served by pro AV.
What is the biggest challenge in switching to AV
over IP infrastructure?
Most simply it is the fear of the unknown. Learn all
you like about AV over IP, the first time you are faced
with drawing a NETGEAR (or other) Ethernet switch
where your matrix used to be, it is a bit unnerving.
What if it doesn't work as advertised? What if it can
work, but you don't actually know how to make it
work? Designers can be haunted by these questions
and end up sticking with what they know. Our
approach is to educate first - our SDVoE Academy
offers over 110 courses about SDVoE, AV over IP,
and more general AV and IT topics, to help educate
both sides – AV and IT – on how to operate in a
converged infrastructure world. We believe that as
people succeed and see others succeed, this fear
will subside and the long-anticipated transition to
100% AV over IP will take place.
What are the advantages in switching to AV over
IP infrastructure?
It's more flexible, it's more scalable, and it's
cheaper. What else do you need? Well, it's easier
to integrate advanced features like multi-window
compositing (compared to adding this to a matrix
switch). Being able to deliver AV as just another
service on a single IT network has big implications
for the long-term cost of ownership of your network
(formerly networks).
What needs to be considered when implementing
AV over IP infrastructure?

FEATURE
as technology and business needs shift. Will your
existing network be able to handle the bandwidth
demands of tomorrow, or should you consider
upgrading your bandwidth capability? The more
bandwidth you can supply today, the more your
users will have the familiar matrix-switch-quality
experience. The reality is that no existing IP network
can handle the load of new AV over IP traffic —
you will ALWAYS need to upgrade and expand
your available bandwidth. Also, is your favorite
manufacturer today someone you want to be locked
into forever? Or would you like to commit to a broad
ecosystem with an array of interoperable products
from dozens of manufacturers? The more that IT is
involved in the decision making, the more they will
insist on this kind of openness. Not one every says
"you have to use a Dell printer with a Dell laptop —
HPs aren't compatible." Yet that's how we've sold AV
for decades. This must change, and AV over IP is the
perfect opportunity and impetus for that change.
Have the objectives of the SDVoE Alliance been
met since it was set-up? What is the next step?
We've been ticking them off one by one. We've
established strong awareness of the advantages of
SDVoE over the matrix (discussed above) as well
as the advantages of SDVoE over alternative AVover-IP solutions — interoperability and performance
set us apart. The next step is to open the SDVoE
API to the public. This month (May) we opened
the developer preview of our SDVoE Developer
Certification Program. Twenty-five developers and
software engineers received early access to a new
training and certification curriculum as well as to the
API itself. They are able to build new and innovative
applications on our flexible AV platform. This
summer, we will open the program to the general
public. Our vision is to become the "Android of
pro AV" – a platform that enables a large group of
software developers to apply their creativity and build
new applications without being restricted to a single
hardware provider.
SDVoE

Consider the future. The key value of AV over IP
is its flexibility to remain relevant and up-to-date
JUNE 2021
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Paul Harris, CEO, Aurora Multimedia Shares His Thoughts About AV-over-IP Platforms
Paul what are your thoughts on the current status
of SDVoE and HDBaseT - is one gaining the upper
hand?
For point to point the 3rd
generation HDBaseT
has the better choice for
performance and value over
CAT cable. It can now do
4K60 4:4:4 with zero latency
and no compression, deliver
a full 1G Ethernet, and
480Mbps USB. It is also cost effective for smaller
distribution. SDVoE has the advantage in mid size to
larger systems as it is only limited by the 10G switch
which has come down substantially in pricing. It also
has default features the HDBaseT does not have
like scaling, windowing, video wall, and seamless
switching. SDVoE also has price advantage for point
to point fiber and distributor fiber.
The extra bandwidth HDBaseT has been able to
achieve with the new technology will require less
compression for 8K and 4K120 vs the 10G SDVoE.
Ultimately, the application will determine the best
standard to use.
What do you reckon is the take up rate of AVoIP?
Hard to say as the market has so many companies
and so many choices of distribution. Between
HDBaseT, SDVoE, 1G, 10/100 (H.264, H.265), HDMI,
SDI, etc. it is difficult to say what the take up rate is.
Personally from Aurora’s point of view, our AV over
IP sales far exceed the HDBaseT and regular matrix
typologies.
What are the challenges in implementing an AV
over IP infrastructure?
The biggest challenge is planning for the
infrastructure cabling and the switch. Always plan
for the future. For CAT it should be at least 6A and
for fiber at least OM3 and OM4 between closets for
uplinks. Understanding the flow of the bandwidth is
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important when designing a network solution. It is
not about putting all the encoders on one switch and
the decoders on another. Bandwidth flows in both
directions so load balancing is important to maximize
the throughput. Understanding the brand switch
you are working with is also important. If you cannot
create a non-blocking typology through the uplinks
then bandwidth management for the IGMP will be
important. For the typical switch this will require the
use of layer 3. For Netgear they use a layer 2+ which
simplifies the process. Don’t forget the importance of
VLAN and using the switch for security as a properly
setup switch can be the best way to secure the
network even if devices on the network are not as
secure as they should be.
What are the opportunities / advantages in
implementing an AV over IP infrastructure?
The advantages are usually the larger scale
projects. We have done many stadiums, restaurants,
campuses, NOC, eSports, corporate, and so much
more. Network allows for easy firmware upgrades,
monitoring, controlling, and a nearly unlimited
expandability over other technologies.
Where does Aurora's IPBaseT fit in this space?
IPBaseT is meant to synergize many standards into
one perceived standard by creating commonality
of commands and device functions. Just because
there are many different standards does not mean
they need different communication protocols or the
devices themselves have to operate so different. In
some cases, different standards complement each
other. For example, over 5 years ago Aurora was the
first company to have Dante audio and SDVoE work
seamlessly together. We then did the same for our
1G technology and even HDBaseT. Now the Dante
can be used to break-away the audio and process
accordingly into the amplification hardware. We are
now doing the same with H.264 for previewing the
SDVoE 10G content. By doing this it makes it more
practical for the remote monitoring.
Aurora Multimedia
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Latest AV Over IP Solution Highlights
New RTI 4K Video Over IP Platform Enables
Seamless Control Integration

RTI has announced a new Video over IP (VIP)
platform that allows integrators to distribute 4K UHD
video over a 1GB network switch. This exceptionally
flexible system can be installed in minutes, scaled
to a virtually unlimited number of endpoints, and
controlled natively within the RTI control environment.
For the user, everything in the system is conveniently
displayed on an RTI touchpanel, remote, or mobile
device with video preview, making it easy to align
any source with any display.
“Our new VIP platform allows integrators to take
advantage of existing network infrastructure to costeffectively distribute crystal-clear video to displays
across installations of any size,” said RTI Director
of AV Product Management, Neal Ellsworth. “We’ve
designed it so that integrators can deliver the
benefits of Video over IP without the need for a deep
understanding of networking or the need to manually
assign IP addresses. It’s fully integrated into the
RTI Integration Designer APEX programming and
configuration platform, so all endpoints auto-discover
and configure. This saves time on every installation.”
JUNE 2021
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At the heart of the RTI Video over IP platform is the
VIP-UHD-CTRL Control Module, which combines
simplified APEX integration with IR, RS-232, or TCP/
IP control, and a wizard-based interface for fast and
automated system configuration. Advanced signal
management provides independent routing of IR,
RS-232, USB/KVM, audio, and video signals, while
two RJ45 LAN connections bridge the main and VIP
networks to increase performance and eliminate the
need for a VLAN. Multiple displays can easily be
combined into video walls of any size using the video
wall function.
With a 60Hz refresh rate and support for 4K
resolution, the platform’s VIP-UHD-TX transmitter
and VIP-UHD-RX receiver provide exceptional
video quality, using visually lossless compression
technology to deliver signals up to 328 feet/100
meters. HDCP 2.2 compliance with advanced EDID
management eliminates copy-protected black
screens when connecting HDMI sources, while
built-in scaling lets each screen in a network display
its full resolution instead of being limited by the
lower resolution of legacy displays. The transmitter
and receiver feature analog audio embedding and
breakout, and support all known HDMI audio formats,
including Dolby TrueHD®, Dolby Digital Plus®, and
DTS-HD Master Audio® transmission.
To minimize cable clutter, the VIP-UHD-CTRL, VIPUHD-TX, and VIP-UHD-RX can be powered by power
over Ethernet (PoE), while up to four transmitters
or receivers can be mounted using the 2RU RM4VIP2 rack-mount adaptor shelf, which includes all
necessary mounting hardware.
RTI

Just Add Power Turns the Dial on Audio Up to 11
With New 2GΩ/3G ST1 Sound Transceiver
Just Add Power has introduced its new 2GΩ/3G ST1
Sound Transceiver. An audio-only component that
functions as either an input or output, the ST1 allows
integrators to easily add a stereo audio source to any
Just Add Power system, or to extract stereo audio
from an existing transmitter.
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events while listening to radio commentary, give a
presentation by mixing PC video with microphone
audio, or even add an audio return channel.
As with all models in the Just Add Power lineup, the
ST1 provides unmatched scalability — integrating
seamlessly with any generation of the company’s
products.
Just Add Power

RGB Spectrum Introduces Next Generation of its
Revolutionary IP Video Platform

“Over the past few years, we’ve focused on
enhancing our Ultra HD over IP platform with audio
functionality — from the industry’s first solution
to support the Dante eight-channel chipset, to a
transmitter that allows installers to cost-effectively
add a stereo analog audio output,” said Taft Stricklin,
sales team manager at Just Add Power. “Now we’re
cranking the audio dial up to 11 with our ST1, which
not only simplifies installations but provides installers
with a powerful tool for creating unique experiences
for their clients.”
With the ST1, integrators can easily build a stereo
audio distribution matrix with unlimited inputs
and outputs that runs over network wiring. As an
audio input, the ST1 feeds stereo audio into a
Just Add Power system. Any audio source with an
analog audio out — a TV, Sonos amp, CD player,
microphone, and more — can be connected and
played on any receiver. As an audio output, the
transceiver is capable of playing any stereo audio
content from any Just Add Power device, while
providing variable audio control. This allows for
unique functionality, such as sending analog audio
from a display to the main rack without having to run
an extra network cable.
By combining the transceiver with Just Add Power
transmitters and receivers in the same installation,
installers now have the ability to mix audio and video
in new and unique ways. For example, they can
provide their clients with the ability to watch sporting
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RGB Spectrum today announced the U.S. Navy
and U.S. Air Force have selected RGB Spectrum’s
new Zio 2 solution for networked video. Zio 2
is the company’s next generation of products
within the revolutionary Zio Enterprise AV-over-IP
platform, developed for government and civilian
applications. The U.S. Navy selected Zio 2 for
shipboard networked video applications, the Air
Force for advanced fighter simulation applications.
Commercial release is set for this month.
Zio 2 is unlike any other IP video distribution system
in terms of performance, features, and versatility. It
joins the Zio AV-over-IP platform, a true enterprise
solution offering efficient video distribution over
LANs, WANs, and mobile devices. The Zio
platform combines scalable video distribution with
JUNE 2021
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sophisticated multi-image display on individual
monitors or across video walls. It includes an
extensive array of IP devices, including
encoders, decoders, multiviewers and video wall
processors, all managed through an intuitive user
interface providing video thumbnail previews
and drag-and-drop simplicity. The Zio platform
supports open standards to integrate video from
third party cameras and other devices. No other
AV-over-IP system even comes close to its capability.
Building on decades of experience delivering
innovative video distribution systems, the new Zio 2
uniquely delivers both H.264 and H.265 encoding/
decoding. Moreover, a single input can be encoded
at different bit rates. This enables a single device
to encode video up to 4Kp60 to local decoders
while simultaneously transmitting lower resolution,
lower bandwidth streams to remote locations across
a campus or the Internet. An open system, Zio 2
supports industry standard H.264/265 video from
third party cameras and other devices.
The Zio 2 is available in multichannel configurations,
with two and four channel encoders or decoders
in a single compact unit. This offers the advantage
of accommodating multiheaded or independent
computer video signals, simplifying network design,
and offering substantial space and per channel cost
savings.
Also available is a new content server for control of
video recording and playback.
With superior performance and scalability, as well as
versatile recording storage capabilities, Zio 2 is ideal
for use in simulation, command and control, and
other mission-critical applications.
RGB Spectrum

DVIGear Releases DisplayNet 3.0 Software Update
DVIGear has released the latest version of their
DisplayNet Software, DisplayNet 3.0. Freely available
to all DisplayNet customers, this update includes
substantial security enhancements alongside
JUNE 2021
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updates to the SDVoE platform and numerous user
experience improvements.

Enhanced Security Management
DisplayNet 3.0 comes with an array of advanced
security features, including support for API access
via SSH; TLS support with Integrated Certificate
Management; and Device Claiming, which protects
systems from Rogue Server Attacks. These features
enhance the security of DisplayNet and offer a layer
of protection that surpasses the industry standard for
SDVoE systems.
The Latest SDVoE Platform Updates
DisplayNet 3.0 ships with the latest versions of
essential SDVoE platform components, including
SDVoE API 3.1.2 and firmware 4.1.2 for DN-200 and
DN-150 Series hardware. These updates include
improvements to device reliability and compatibility,
as well as the latest version of the SDVoE API
specification. DVIGear is proud to be a Contributing
Member in the SDVoE Alliance. DisplayNet 3.0 takes
full advantage of all of the latest improvements to the
SDVoE platform, and provides system integrators
and end-users with unparalleled performance, robust
security, and unmatched flexibility.
Other Improvements
In addition to enhanced security and SDVoE
platform updates, DisplayNet 3.0 includes a number
of various improvements and enhancements to
existing functionality. These improvements include
enhancements to overall UI responsiveness,
optimized MultiView layout creation, a new splashscreen for an improved loading experience, and
a new Setup Wizard to help users configure their
systems to meet security requirements.
The DisplayNet 3.0 Software Update is available now
for free to all existing DisplayNet customers.
DisplayNet
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Techno Q: Living by Example, Benchmarking Quality
Qatari audio-visual systems integration major stands strong amid tough times to celebrate Silver Jubilee
By Ram Bhavanashi

Techno Q – one of the top audio-visual systems
integrators in Qatar – has come a long way from
where it began two-and-half decades ago. From
a humble home theatre company 25 years ago,
the Doha-headquartered AV integration firm
has evolved to be a brand in itself through its
impressive journey.
Undeterred by the current challenging
environment all around, the company is
celebrating its Silver Jubilee anniversary- both as
a mark of successful journey and its resilience for
excellence.
SI Asia interacted with the company Founders
Zeyad Al Jaidah, and Abdulla Alansari on their
vision of business with AV excellence through the
country’s prosperous evolution. Excerpts:
Techno Q Founders Zeyad Al Jaidah and Abdulla Alansari
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Qatar National Convention Centre: Techno Q's biggest project till date

SI Asia: Congratulations on the grand occasion.
How does it feel- both personally, and as
Founders of Techno Q?
ZEYAD: I feel very proud, and it certainly doesn’t
seem as if 25 years have gone by. It feels like just
yesterday when Abdulla and myself first embarked
on this journey. We feel we are really blessed to have
grown into the company we are today.
ABDULLA: Indeed, it does feel like yesterday. One
of the things we are most proud of are the people
that have worked with us over those 25 years. Many
of them joined the company fresh from university as
junior executives, and today have grown to become
managers and senior engineers, holding key
positions, adding value to both their careers and the
company. Furthermore, everyone at Techno Q shares
the same passion and enthusiasm. There’s a great
vibe, and I think this strength is Techno Q’s forté.
SI Asia: What inspired you to set up Techno Q?
What was the company’s mission and vision?
ZEYAD: To be honest, the company vision has
changed over the years as we’ve moved from a
focus on home theatre and automation equipment,
to corporate meeting rooms, professional audiovisual solutions and full ICT. While we’ve admittedly

undergone a lot of change, there’s one thing we’ve
always kept constant- our focus on customer
satisfaction and ensuring that clients trust our
expertise.
It was a very different landscape in Qatar when we
founded the company back in 1995. We knew how
difficult it was going to be to source local talent and
expertise, and we knew that we’d have to build these
competencies into our teams in order to meet all of
our customers’ needs. Providing quality service with
right technology solution for optimum usage and user
experience has been our mission from the beginning.
SI Asia: How different was the market back then,
and how has Techno Q evolved?
ZEYAD: The market has evolved greatly, both in
terms of technology and competition. When we
started, CRT projectors were a very common sight
on projects; today they are practically extinct and
have been replaced by either LED video walls or
laser projection. Similarly, huge changes have
been experienced with audio. Nowadays, almost
everything is software-oriented, and the business has
switched from selling boxes to selling a technology
solution. Customer awareness has significantly
improved.

“A journey of 25 years comes through great efforts; a resolute drive through
knowledge, expertise, hard work, employee-connections and focus on customer
service with sustainable approach. Techno Q characterises all that. We’re fortunate to
be part of this identity.”
-				Maged Amin, Head of Design – Audiovisual
JUNE 2021
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Qatar University Sports & Entertainment Complex: TechnoQ's AVIXA Award-winning project for ‘best flexible space
experience’

(With a delicate connect to the customer awareness)
Market in Qatar now has become so fiercely
competitive, that most companies are offering the
same work for the same prices. What differentiates
one company from the other is the extra experience
and value they add on top.
ABDULLA: Unfortunately, it’s not healthy
competition; instead, it’s been marred by
unprofessional, and cost-driven decisions,
compromising quality and functionality.
Understandably, this is going against the spirit of
genuine growth, and has been negatively impacting
the AV industry.
SI Asia: What were the challenges that
characterised Qatar’s market then compared to
now?
ZEYAD: If it was a problem of being too small when
we first started out, now it is the issue of our being
big. We struggled to compete with the big players
in the early days, while today we are challenged
by smaller companies who do everything possible
to lower prices. There has also been increased
competition from other companies in the region, from
UAE and Saudi Arabia, in particular.

SI Asia: What role has Techno Q played in
shaping the Qatari, and regional markets, up until
now?
ZEYAD: A decade ago, the goal for us was that
Techno Q should become the first name in people’s
minds for any requirement of AV/ICT technology.
Today, we can proudly say that we have largely
achieved this objective and have become the
benchmark for quality and precision in AV technology
deployments. We were the first AVSI in Qatar to
achieve ISO certification, and the fact that many
others followed us, speaks volumes about how we’ve
contributed to shaping the market.
ABDULLA: In the simplest terms possible, we
introduced global expertise into the local market.
Before we entered the integration business, it was
common practice for clients to fly in professionals
from outside Qatar, normally from the US, Europe,
or Dubai – spending huge amounts of money. We
changed this approach completely. Whatever the
customer demanded from expensive overseas
engineers, programmers, or designers, we made
sure it could be offered locally, with in-house
competence. Today, we are able to offer complete
A–Z solutions to our customers. They don’t need

“Techno Q to me is like a family, an academy, more than a company. The standards
of life and business that we live and take to market is something that vibes me with
pride. Spending 15 years of quality life and professional excellence, and still counting,
is an honour and blessing by God.”
-					Mohanad Is Hak, Senior Project Manager
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Qatar National Museum Gallery 11: Techno Q’s prestigiously executed most immersive AV install

to step outside of the country or outsource for any
expert work. This often made us the more-appealing
solution compared to working with international
companies and has also helped to elevate the
country’s stakes on the global stage.
SI Asia: How have you been able to accomplish
this?
ABDULLA: We studied market trends and customer
mindsets, as well as kept exploring a variety of
markets and their technology landscapes. We also
invested heavily in proficient and skilled staff to
ensure that we possessed the in-house talent for
almost anything a customer would expect. Our
technical teams are periodically educated on the
latest technologies hitting international markets.
That keeps us abreast of the best solutions and
enables us to offer solutions that are on par, if not
better, than more advanced markets. Simultaneously,
we’ve achieved global standards of acknowledged
excellence through training and certifications.
SI Asia: What success stories define Techno Q's
journey so far?
ZEYAD: There have been quite a few milestones.
The first was a home automation project for the Prime

Minister’s residence. This was a very key project for
the company, and if anything had failed, it would
have been difficult to move forward after that. It was a
huge blessing that everything went according to plan.
The second major milestone was when we started
getting involved with very big projects, starting with
Weill Cornell University in 1999, followed by the
College of Arts & Science of Qatar University.
More recently, we were very proud to get involved
with the Qatar National Convention Centre which –
at 90-plus million Rial – remains one of our biggest
single projects to-date. That project catapulted us
to new heights, not only in terms of our financial
strength, but also our experience in technology
deployments. Now, with the FIFA World Cup
happening in Qatar, we believe our involvement in
outfitting the stadiums with the latest technology
will help make Techno Q a success in the global
marketplace.
ABDULLA: The underlying factor of all our success
has been the integrity of the business case we build
every time we win a project deal. The standards of
technology integration we bring to a project, the
innovation we show in our application, and the user
experience we create, they all form integral parts of
our success.

“Joining as a young, fresh graduate and spending almost half of my life with Techno
Q is a unique feeling. It’s been so reassuring; full of pride, precious sentiment, and
satisfaction. For me, Techno Q defines life and profession to perfection.”
Aftab Ahmed, Deputy Sales Manager
JUNE 2021
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ZEYAD: I would say our success has been due to our
ability to be both proactive and reactive; to propose
ideas that bring in new user experiences and
contribute to their adoption, and by responding to the
market demand and delivering in the desired fashion.
We dedicate a good amount of time to research,
studying and testing a particular technology before
proposing it to a prospective client.
SI Asia: With COVID-19 coming in quick
succession with the Blockade, how has that
impacted Techno Q in particular?
ZEYAD: To be honest, the Blockade only made us
stronger – the country and Techno Q. It has enabled
us to become more resilient, more self-reliant and
stronger than ever. While our country’s leadership
demonstrated a great vision and activism, something
that has made the whole country very proud, Techno
Q had its own advantages. We no longer have
any competition coming from outside the country
and people have seen the benefits of using a local
company as their solution provider.
ABDULLA: On the other hand, COVID is a global
phenomenon, and we are part of it. Projects relating
to hospitality and travel got postponed, but other
segments progressed at a slower than normal pace.
We handled the situation with prudence and an
optimisation of resources and did all we could,
to reassure our clients. We are active in a market
sector that is actually key to enabling the world to
communicate without travelling, both locally and
overseas. We put that expertise to best use, and
continued our business.
SI Asia: How do you look into the future? What
are your plans and priorities for the next 25
years?

that there was no justification for us to send teams or
open offices in other territories. But it’s always been
our dream to go global.
ABDULLA: An important part of our vision is also to
breed a new generation of leadership. For 25 years,
Zeyad and I have invested our energies into building
up this company and creating skilled and certified
professionals. As we begin seeking foreign markets,
we feel it’s time we instilled these leadership qualities
at a higher level, so that they can lead the cause as
we have envisioned.
SI Asia: As one of the countries long-running
and successful AV companies, what’s sense
of responsibility does Techno Q’s takes to the
market?
ZEYAD: I think our responsibility is, and has always
been, to live by example. We have become the
benchmark not only for AV integration standards
but also business practices and professional
ethics. Ironically, the market situation currently is
the opposite. Therefore, we feel that a part of our
responsibility is to make our clients, and those in
government aware of the situation, and try to foster
in them the same sense of responsibility. This is
not purely altruistic, but for the simple reason that
bad business practises will spoil the industry, and
ultimately the country’s reputation too.
ABDULLA: We have also managed to create a
unique work culture. The company is very much like
one big family, and this is obvious by the number of
professionals that join us as young junior executives
and are elevated up through the ranks over time to
become mature professionals. That creates both a
reputation and responsibility, and the stakes only go
up as we move further into future.
Techno Q

ZEYAD: We certainly have global ambitions, and
would like to branch our beyond Qatar’s borders.
Qatar has always kept us busy locally; the amount of
projects happening here has been so overwhelming
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Can You Become a Sales Ninja Over Video Calls?

Generating business cases and / or closing deals via video-conferencing? While
making or closing deals is indispensable for businesses to survive – let alone scale
growth charts – its importance, for some reason doesn’t seem to have been realized.
The potential of the format, perhaps, might not have been fully exploited yet. It’s
time sales professionals, and business visualizers began exploring the potentialobservers Varun Nair, B2B Marketing Head-India & SWA, Logitech Electronics.
In wake of the current pandemic, video conferencing
has become the new norm. Virtual Team Meetings,
Happy Hours, birthday parties of colleagues,
business meetings, HR events, and even virtual
weddings have become commonplace for nearly
everyone across the globe. However, sales still feel
that when you can’t meet in-person, sales can be
difficult to navigate, especially for B2B deals.
One way to look at it would be to acknowledge
that the world of sales is fast paced and extremely
aggressive. This is especially true considering the
current economically challenging times we live in.
With these uncertain market conditions, sales teams
must re-evaluate their strategies properly in order to
achieve any respectable level of success. In other
words, adding the capacity to close the deal over
video calls is crucial.
JUNE 2021

But is it possible to truly sell over video? I would
say YES to that. As more of your prospects and
customers get comfortable with using video to
connect & conduct business during the pandemic,
you can use this as an opportunity to expand your
sales skills and adapt your sales approach to
embracing a more virtual way of selling.
Why Video could be a boon for your Sales Team
With in-person meetings not possible in these times,
you are left with tools which can be used for remotely
persuading your prospect. So what are the key
reasons that you should consider for making those
Sales Meetings over Video Calls with your Leads and
Prospects?
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1. Establishes trust with a prospect and customer:
A video is an excellent tool for building trust with
prospects and customers. It can feel more authentic
to viewers than an email or a phone call. It allows
others to put their eyes on the salespeople and
choose whether or not to trust them.
2. Saves time when crafting your pitch: As
salespeople, you get asked some questions more
than once. Create pre-recorded video responses
to those questions and then you can use them
whenever that question comes up. This will save you
from writing the same email answer every day or
answering it over the phone repeatedly. It obviously
saves commutation time compared to in-person
meetings

SYSTEMS
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the plunge into video calls for your next sales call,
let’s talk about how to do that most effectively.
Before your video sales call
* Create an agenda: Make sure to create and share
the agenda for your call so that everyone involved
can feel prepared for the conversation. Also take the
initiative to walk them through setting up the video
call, if they need help.
* Know your audience: Have you profiled the buyer
persona to fit your prospect into? Have you done
enough background research about your prospects?
You must make sure you know as much possible
about your prospect to best steer your conversation
in a productive direction.
* Double check your attendees: Cross Check to see
if you included everyone on the invite that should be
included & how many accepted the invite. Also send
out a quick reminder and helpful hints for how to join
the meeting.
* Dress Sharp: Even if you’re working remotely,
when on camera for a sales call, dress to impress.

3. Reading body Language: Video lets you see
in real time how your prospects & customers are
evaluating your conversation. Do they look bored
& uninterested? Or are they totally absorbed by
what you are saying? Video allows a sales person
to “read” their customer and customize their
conversation accordingly. This works in reverse as
well. Your customers can see you and read YOUR
body language. So video conferencing is a great way
to influence the mood and decision making of your
prospects.Now that you know why you should take
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* Create a professional ambience: You must
set up the stage for success. Take a look at your
surroundings where you will be during the video call
to ensure a professional-looking backdrop. Your
customers will likely (even if subconsciously) make
judgments based on this. Ensure that you are using a
high quality Webcam & Headset such as those from
Logitech, to ensure that you deliver top-notch video
& audio.
Taking the time to prepare before a video will help
you make a great first impression and put both you
and your attendees at ease.
During your video sales call
* Take note of nonverbal cues: You should
constantly try evaluating if your prospects are
interested in what you’re saying or not. Paying close
attention to their engagement level will help you steer
JUNE 2021
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the conversation and respond in time. Did the idea
you discussed elicit a smile or a nod? Or was it a
raised eyebrow and look of confusion? Based on the
reaction you get, you can adjust as needed. This is
one of the great things about using video.
* Record the call with permission: Doing so allows
you to be present during the conversation and not so
worried about taking notes to remember every little
detail. As a bonus you can also use this as a great
training and development tool for yourself and your
team.
* Remember to mute: Whether there are multiple
people in the meeting or just you and your prospect,
muting your microphone while the other person is
talking will help minimize distractions and keeps the
conversation flowing.
* Ask Questions: Video calls need to be more
interactive and not a monologue of the presenter.
Pause between your slides and ask questions to
ensure your audience has understood your points
and re-evaluate their needs.

VOICEBOX

to always focus on adding value. Every piece of
communication after a meeting should include
specific information that could interest the prospect
about their industry, and the problem you are trying
to solve for them. A brief video instead of a standard
follow up email can do wonders.
Conclusion
Sales and marketing have greatly evolved in
the last few decades, and that’s all thanks to
technology. Selling through a video call isn’t anything
new, but it has quickly become the “new normal” for
all front-running sales professionals who continue
to try & overcome the challenges brought on by
COVID-19.
As video becomes a permanent part of your toolbox
as a salesperson, you need to continue to adapt
your sales process and strategy to effectively include
video calls to foster stronger relationships, achieve
faster sales cycle, and close more deals.
Logitech

The follow up after a sales meeting with a
new prospect can be critical, and the key is
JUNE 2021
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CHINA

Tradition on Trend for Robe at OT Cities Nanning
The Robe components around the club is intrinsic to the impact of the show held
in the club

FACTFILE
Project Name: OT Cities Gui
Project Location: Nanning, China
Project Segment: Entertainment
Project Design: Live Legends
Project Type: Effect Lighting
Project AV Main Brand: Robe Lighting
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Amsterdam, Netherlands-based live experience
design studio Live Legends has delivered the full
production design and implementation – including
lighting, video / visual, laser, scenic and related
360-degree interior elements plus equipment
specification, programming, and commissioning – for
the brand-new 1,200 capacity nightclub OT Cities
Gui in Nanning.
This is the newest sought-after club experience
presented by the Noa Group, located in Nanning,
capital and largest populous city of the Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region of southern China.
A Live Legends creative team led by principal
designer and show director Daan Oomen, set
designer Stefan Peters and senior lighting director
Serge Patist specified 270 x Robe moving lights to be
JUNE 2021
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at the core of the lighting design.
Central to the ambitious visual concept for OT Cities
Gui is the rich and dynamic history and culture of
the locality and the ancient ethnic Zhuang tribe in
particular. The intricate geometry of Chinese Xiuqiu
(silk balls), the Zhuang bronze drums and other
ancient ritualistic objects are underscored with
several slick, contemporary twists from a new era of
entertainment, exuding quality, excitement, and a
superlative guest experience.
“Our goal was to bring the beautiful culture of this
minority to a new audience and mix it with modern
technology to connect Zhuang history, via the
‘OT Cities’ brand, with a switched-on audience of
millennials and generation Z,” explained Daan,
adding, “The quest is to amaze and surprise
nightclub guests and basically introduce them to
new, much deeper and more engaging levels of
clubbing.”
The visual content – video, AV, scenic, lighting,
motion, lasers, etc – starts the moment guests step
out of their cars, go inside the door and enter the
elevators at OT Nanning. That is where the story
begins, augmented with amassed soundscapes,
other aural and visual stimuli, and the all-important
brand connections.

INSTALLATION
the pods extend and move on multiple axes via an
automation system which can dramatically shift the
architecture of the room.
Running down the room from the front the main
stage are columns and laddered spiral stairways
allowing access to two levels including VVIP areas
on the balconies. Commanding arches and shuttered
‘windows’ backlit with LEDs create a magical
library-like vibe that Daan and the team wanted, as
if the space is a book that can be opened on any
page and reveal a different story. These various
visual threads are all related to expectation and
imagination.
During opening hours – from 9:30 pm to 6:00 am – a
‘show’ concept develops as the night unfolds with
timeframes that unlock pre-selected lighting, video,
laser, and automation sequences fused with dance
and display performances, a structural approach
connected to music and rhythm choreographed to
keep the atmosphere and energy building.
Certain key visual elements were in the “no
compromise” category, including the Robe “hero”
lighting fixtures, which join approximately 1430 other
light sources including architecturals and feature
lighting plus several custom products like RGBW
strobe tubes.

While the delicate form of the Xiuqiu permeates
multiple aspects of OT Cities Gui’s design, the
Zhuang bronze drum is a complete contrast but
another potent symbol – traditionally associated with
power and strength and more recently with music –
right at the heart of defining OT Cities Gui’s 90 VIP
table main room aesthetic.
The shape of the drum and the Xiuqiu – which also
relates to ideas of happiness – consistently echo
through the 1600 square metre space starting with
the prominent circular stage.
The striking curvature of the bronze drum is also the
inspiration for eight pods in the ceiling made filled
with segmented scenic blades – almost resembling
the iris of a luminaire – and lighting fixtures. Six of
JUNE 2021
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This prominent deployment of the Robe components
around the club is intrinsic to the impact of the show
story.
The 34 x MegaPointes are rigged at the back of the
stage, in the small arches running down the centre of
the room, and, most importantly, one in each circular
pod centre. They were picked for their power, clarity,
quality and because of the many options they bring
to any environment.
The 94 x Pointes are on the larger arches that
elegantly characterise the space, as well as above
the various dance stages dotted around the room
and along the sides covering all the biggest areas in
beam effects. “Their brightness, versatility and highimpact were perfect for the job,” stated Daan, adding
that beams are currently very trendy in China, and a
must-have for any club space.
These optimally positioned Pointes and MegaPointes
blast in and across the 40-metre-long by 26-metrewide room spectacularly from multiple angles.
Sixty Robe Viva CMYs are rigged on the large arch
around the stage, a strategically important visual
gateway between the stage and audience areas, and
one of the most important lighting positions in the
whole design.
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Another versatile fixture was needed here that
contrasted to the beam-orientated Pointes and
MegaPointes, so the Viva CMY was chosen for its
good zoom and solid gobo options, as well as the
compact size.
The 76 x LEDBeam 150s are rigged vertically up
the pillars around the room and above the spiral
staircases. The small size and incredible dynamics
of this little fixture mean that it can be used virtually
anywhere and fit into any gap!
All the Robe fixtures were supplied to the project by
Shanghai-based Live Culture Transmission (LCT),
which is also a Robe distributor in China.
OT Cities Gui’s lighting has been programmed via
a grandMA3 control system which is also used to
trigger other visual elements like video, lasers and
also the automation, complete with safety height and
speed limits, all of which run during the timecoded
shows relating the story of the orb in combination
with dancers and other live performers.
The local operator has touch screen access – via
the disguise video server – to ‘play’ the timecoded
shows.
Disguise 4x4 media servers running the video
content are currently controlled remotely from Live
JUNE 2021
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Legends’ HQ in Amsterdam. Much of the lighting
programming was also visualised here in advance,
as the show musical tracks were being composed
by Joos van Leeuwen and the video content created
under the supervision of Ad de Haan.
Daan and a team of about 9 or 10 – including
video content producers, art directors, visualiser
programmers, etc – would normally be on-site
several times during the build period and constantly
in the last 10 days prior to opening, but, due to
Covid-19 travel restrictions, this was not possible for
this project.
Serge Patist, Stefan Peters and lighting designer
and programmer Bas Knappers travelled to China,
quarantined, and then worked alongside the client’s
team.
Jolly Wong, a long-term partner of Live Legends for
projects in China, is also a crucial part of the team in
her role as chief product officer in the NOA Group.
She independently manages all the communication
and negotiations, and ensures that translations are
fully understood on all sides.
Bram De Clerck, Robe’s global business
development manager, stated, “We are very proud
and honoured to be part of this high-end club
installation. It has been a fantastic collaboration with
both The Noa Group and Live Legends.”
JUNE 2021
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Summing up the project, Daan commented, “This
project has been incredible! In times of a global
crisis, it is even more important to stay connected,
both with each other and also with our culture and
identity, so to be able to take the alluring origins
of the Guangxi people and turn it into a nightclub
experience for a future generation is a great honour.
“We are very privileged to have a partner in China
who understands the importance of telling stories
over talent buying, and who lets us do what we do
and like best … which is to put these stories on a live
stage!
“The Xiuqiu embroidered balls stand for happiness,
and that’s exactly what we aspire to deliver for this
club design. Nine months of hard work have finally
paid off and our guests are taking on a journey of
epic proportions!
“With help from the Nanning team and our
international partners, we could get the best out of
both worlds and build something special. To have
Robe with us on this journey is really bringing the
show and the design to a ‘next level’ in terms of
production and it puts OT Cities Gui in the top tier of
clubs across Asia and arguably worldwide!”
Photo Credit: Jeff Pan
Robe
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SAUDI ARABIA

1Rebel High-Intensity Super Gym Opens in Riyadh,
With High-Octane Martin Audio
MSL specifies multiples of BlacklineX and ADORN for pioneering fitness brand

FACTFILE
Project Name: 1Rebel Gym
Project Location: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Project Segment: Fitness
Project Consultant: Bengan Hovgard
Project System Integrator: Middlesex Sound &
Light
Project Type: Loudspeakers
Project AV Main Brand: Martin Audio
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When Middlesex Sound & Light (MSL) undertook a
contract in Saudi Arabia 16 months ago—to invest
a brand new gym concept with a high octane ‘clubspec’ technical infrastructure—they little knew what
was waiting around the corner.
“We shipped the gear out to Riyadh in February last
year, and the following month COVID struck,” recalls
project manager Toby Jones. “Rather than suspend
the work, they decided to press ahead.” Engaging
with local crews—communicating via video calls and
different programming platforms—when they finally
managed to fly out to commission the system during
the brief pre-Christmas break from lockdown, it was
little short of a miracle.
While this represented a joint venture between
1Rebel in the UK (represented by James Balfour
and Giles Dean) and Pulse Fitness Group’s
JUNE 2021
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Fahad Alhagbani and Nathan Clute, there have
subsequently been a number of venues open in
London, all bearing the familiar imprint of Martin
Audio BlacklineX loudspeakers.
“We had already specced Martin Audio in other
1Rebel venues as they represent great value for
money, and display tremendous sonic quality,” said
Toby. Large quantities of Martin Audio Blackline
X12, X10, X8 and X115 and SX212 subwoofers were
supplied locally by Martin Audio partner’s Dubaibased distributor, PRO LAB, along with 16 ADORN
A55 for the waiting, changing and reception areas.
1Rebel Riyadh boasts separate male and female
studios (with female being the larger). Each has its
own clearly delineated fitness zones. Knowing that
the spec needed to match the high intensity of these
studios, with trainers curating their own playlists,
Jones set to work on the original concept design with
celebrated lighting designer Durham Marenghi.
RIDE is the high workout Spin room where 12 x 4m
trusses are flown down the length of the room. Two
Blackline X115 subs are ground stacked, one on
top of the other to the left-hand side of the stage.
Two Blackline X12 boxes, forming the FOH audio,
are located on the truss above the instructor, with a
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single X12 in the middle of the truss pointing down
as a reference monitor. Here, a number of video
panels in an exploded format are located behind the
instructor position and equally down both sides of
the room. Meanwhile ten matched pairs of X10s and
three SX212 subs are flown down the length of the
room, offering the time-aligned delay boxes.
The level of intensity is automatically cued to the
lighting. “The instructors have full control of the
lighting by way of an interactive 22” touch screen
and become performers in their own right as well as
handling the ops,” says the MSL project manager.
RUMBLE is the boxing studio, where eight wallmounted Blackline X10 are evenly distributed around
the perimeter, with a pair of SX112 at either end of
the room again providing high level club sound.
RESHAPE, used largely for treadmill running, cardio
and box work, sees 15 Blackline X8 around the
perimeter, with a pair of SX112 subwoofers on a
central truss.
Finally, the FUNCTIONAL STUDIO, a facility to be
used by Personal Trainers, contains a further eight
Blackline X8 speakers and two single floor-mounted
SX112 subs.
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Other than RIDE, the Male studios are largely a
mirror image of the Female. All rooms have multiple
touch screens so can be controlled locally from set
positions.
Control is handled in a BSS Soundweb London
environment, and each room is fitted with an audio
interface and equipped with Trantec radio mics.
Because of the high humidity, MSL fabricated their
own rotary analogue control panels, using custom
made fascia panels and military grade rotary pots.
Describing the many logistical challenges of
remote implementation when stuck more than 3,000
miles away, Toby Jones said, “I was constantly
sending wiring diagrams and Face Timing with
representatives in Saudi, while a local crew
undertook the installation under our direction. We
built all the racks, loaded them in the UK and air
freighted them … around six tons of kit in all. We did
all the audio testing remotely … it was insane!
“The fact that we managed to pull it off was due to
great team work. Ten years ago we couldn’t have
achieved what we have, as the technology simply
wasn’t around.”
Nathan Clute further summed up the effectiveness
of the fit-out. “We are extremely impressed with the
quality of the system and level of execution. With
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our partners at Middlesex Sound & Lighting we were
able to design and implement a bespoke solution
using what we believe to be the best products in
the market, to create something previously unseen;
the front-end controls are simple and user-friendly,
despite the technical complexity within the design.”
Delivering top-class audio had been a key objective,
he said. “As our clubs require us to deliver multiple
experiences within a tight envelope, we needed
an audio solution that allowed us to operate
independent zones, each at different volume levels
with different music genres.
“Within our studios, we needed a solution that had
the power to deliver intensity without distortion, with
uniform coverage throughout, and with the ability to
have clear vocals regardless of the volume. More
often than not, operators try to overcome poor audio
infrastructure with volume, which does nothing but
distort the user experience. We selected Martin
Audio due to their ability to present a clear and
proven track record of similar solutions, and we
were overwhelmingly satisfied with the system they
delivered.”
1Rebel Riyadh is the first of a planned roll out in
Saudi Arabia.
Martin Audio
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DUBAI

Bla Bla Dubai Features Huge Huge Powersoft
Inventory
Quattrocanali, Duecanali, and T Series amplifier platforms chosen to drive the
audio at sprawling new complex

FACTFILE
Project Name: Bla Bla Dubai
Project Location: The Beach, Dubai
Project Segment: Entertainment
Project Consultant: Bengan Hovgard
Project System Integrator: Pulse Middle East
Project Type: Audio amplification
Project AV Key Brand: Powersoft
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Bla Bla Dubai – which boasts 20 Bars, three
Restaurants, and a Beach Club all in one venue –
was created to offer a full day-to-night experience
for visitors, all with breath-taking views of Bluewaters
Island and Ain Dubai, the world’s largest observation
wheel.
Located at The Beach opposite JBR, Bla Bla Dubai
is set to be at the forefront of the city’s bustling
social scene, and as a result every area of the venue
required an audio system to match – or even exceed
– the region’s high standards.
Pulse Middle East was trusted with the job of
integrating this system after Bla Bla Dubai’s
management was impressed by Pulse’s extensive
portfolio of work with other venues across the city
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including Nikki Beach Club, White Beach at Atlantis,
LSB, Brass Monkey, and Wavehouse.
Pulse – one of the Middle East’s leading audio-visual
companies specialising in system integration since
being established in Dubai in 2010 – opted for a
complex three-zone audio configuration driven by
Powersoft amplifier platforms purchased from local
distributor, ProLab.
“I strongly recommended Powersoft to the client
as it excelled compared to other brands during the
tender process,” said the project’s audio design
consultant Bengan Hovgard, who was key in the
recommendation of Powersoft for this particular job.
“Their products have myriad strengths, namely their
system integration flexibility, intuitive power sharing
and software features, and the availability of presets
for many brands. They are also incredibly reliable,
and the support is second to none.”
“In terms of the amplifiers, there aren’t many
products on the market other than Powersoft that
can handle this quantity of channels with ease,”
said audio project manager at Pulse Middle East,
Jacopo Fois. “There were so many different zones
and speakers, but with the ArmoníaPlus software it
doesn’t matter where you’ve assigned your speakers,
you can see them as individual objects and adjust
them without a moment’s thought.
“This makes it very easy to return to the project later
on to make adjustments, and for remote management
too. You don’t have to find all the schematics and
drawings and figure out what’s connected to where,
you just open the file, go to the speaker and do what
you need to do.”
With regional lockdowns still an issue that has
necessitated that many workers stay at home, the
ability to be able to work remotely on the Powersoft
amplifier platforms was an advantage for Pulse in
terms of time efficiency.
Fois continued: “The monitoring tools in the amplifiers
also make it very easy to manage such a massive
system and troubleshoot issues when they arise
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– if there’s an issue with a particular speaker or
speaker line, for example, it’s very simple to connect
remotely, navigate to the speaker, check its signal
and impedance graph, and identify the problem in a
matter of minutes, without setting foot in the venue.”
The raft of Powersoft products specified for Bla Bla
Dubai were distributed between three distinct ‘AV
rooms’. In the first, Pulse installed 13 x T604’s, a
Quattrocanali 2404 DSP+D, a Quattrocanali 1204
DSP+D, and a Duecanali 804 DSP+D, while the
second room’s audio system required 4 x T604’s, 2
x Quattrocanali 2404 DSP+D, a Quattrocanali 1204
DSP+D, and a Duecanali 804 DSP+D. In the final
room, Pulse deployed 9 x T604’s, 2 x Quattrocanali
2404 DSP+D, and a T304 for stage monitoring.
“As there wasn’t a high demand for touring products
at the time, the flexibility of the T Series amps really
helped,” said Fois. “Obviously they’re not designed
for installation, but they still do a fantastic job. One
nice feature was the ability to pipe control and
Dante down one cable, which reduced the number
of required network switch ports. With the sheer
number of amps in each AV room, this made a lot of
difference between using one network switch in each
compared to two.”
Fois also cited a number of strengths that the more
conventionally deployed Quattrocanali and Duecanali
amplifier platforms major strengths can give to this
kind of project.
“Power sharing is a massive convenience on a
project like this, from specifying the amplifiers
themselves through to installing and configuring
them,” he said. “With a bit of help from the power
sharing calculator and a simple spreadsheet, it’s very
easy to calculate the required quantity of amplifiers
en masse, saving a whole load of time. In addition to
this, we can be sure that we’re not wasting any power
on each of the amps, by balancing the load between
the four channels and making sure each amplifier is
handling an even load.
“No power is wasted, and no amplifiers are
overloaded, meaning a very cost-effective
installation, both at the time installation and later
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down the line when it comes to maintenance, as we
can be confident these amps are going to last for
years.”
Despite the three AV rooms being distributed
throughout the venue in order to minimise cable
lengths, some of the long runs could not be avoided.
Thankfully, the Damping Control on the Powersoft
units allowed Pulse’s engineers to compensate,
keeping a consistent subwoofer response throughout
the venue.
“On such a large installation, the physical size of
the amplifiers was also important to minimise floor
footprint in the venue,” said Fois. “This meant that we
could fit all 144 channels (or 175,000W of potential
power) into just three racks.
“Power efficiency is another factor, with such a
quantity of amplifiers throughout the venue and
different zones operating at different times, the
very low idle power consumption saves significant
power over time, which is good for the environment
as well as the client’s wallet. By the same token, the
amplifiers’’ heat efficiency is also significant, given
that, in the Middle East, cooling costs can quickly
add up, so the efficiency of these amplifiers saves on
cooling too.”
Pulse created a signal processing ‘super matrix’ for
Bla Bla Dubai with three Symetrix Radius NX series
processors (one in each AV room), which serve as
the core of all the audio routing throughout the venue.
“Setting the delays and gain in the super matrix itself
would be a laborious process, thankfully the sleek
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user interface of ArmoníaPlus helped out with that,”
Fois said. “By mapping all the speakers onto a layout
of the venue, delays and gains were set for each
individual speaker, for each set of delays (the venue
was effectively tuned five separate times), saved
into individual files, and then these parameters were
copied into the super matrix.”
Although Covid-19 certainly had an effect on the
installation, primarily by reducing the number of
workers it was possible to have on-site, the team
made sure appropriate safety measures were in
place to reduce the risk of anyone contracting the
virus.
The in-house staff at Bla Bla received training from
Pulse on the Symetrix control system, which is how
the will be interacted with system on a day-to-day
basis.
“Overall, they’re very happy with the audio
installation, said Fois. “Unfortunately, there hasn’t
been much chance for a full-tilt shakedown of the
venue due to the restrictions, so we’re really looking
forward to seeing the venue in full operation with
multiple bands and DJs and a full crowd.”
Picture credit: Andrew Morris / ProLab
Pulse Middle East
Prolab
Powersoft
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More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.
theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space
available for rental with full audio-visual support & experienced technical crew provided, in order to provide
a seamless experience for you & your guests.
www.tpp.com.sg
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